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HSA fashion show serves good looks and doses of Asian cultures

JULIAN TINEO | THE TICKER

The Hindu Student Association's "Asian Fashion Show" featured students with backgrounds from many different Asian cultures. The event also featured dance performances to pop versions of Asian music.
BY ESTELLE SAAD

SENIOR STAFF WRITER
The Hindu Student Association hosted its first “Asian Fashion Show” on April 1 to bring attention to the many different cultures of Asia. Each model wore a traditional outfit from the country
that their family originated from and some waved small flags as they walked. The garments were all very intricate and elaborate, many embroidered and most floor-length. The first time the
models walked down — cheered on by their friends and peers — they each went alone, but the second time, they marched in pairs.

STORY CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Volleyball and baseball teams continue to thrive
BY MATTEO FLAMIO AND ETHAN BHERWANI

SENIOR STAFF WRITER AND CONTRIBUTING WRITER
It was a very good weekend for Baruch College’s men’s spring sports, as the baseball and volleyball teams
finished with winning records.
Men’s volleyball continued its great season with two wins in the Baruch Tri-Match on the weekend of March
30. The tri-match featured Bard College, Misericordia University and, of course, Baruch as the host.
The first match came against the Bard Raptors. It was a clean sweep for Baruch, winning all three sets 25-21,
25-6 and 25-13. The CUNYAC Men’s Volleyball Player of the Week, Artem Zinkin, led the team once again with
nine kills.

STORY CONTINUED ON PAGE 22

Imagine Baruch and POP! declare USG campaigns

Significant Other revels in the
agony and ecstasy of being in
your 20s and growing up
BY SVEN LARSEN

SENIOR STAFF WITER
Tucked away on the ninth floor of the 23rd Street building in the Bernie West Theatre, audience members roared with laughter and froze in
tearful silence at Significant Other’s millennial-focused comedic take on
mocking love, marriage and death.
Joshua Harmon, the playwright, pieces together every possible concern a 20-something-year-old could have in the 21st century.
Friends getting married, friends having kids, hookup culture, nihilistic teasing of death, awkward first dates, self-image issues and
many more have their fair share of time in the spotlight in Significant
Other’s.

STORY CONTINUED ON PAGE 12

A world of plastic: How Baruch
can dispose of its plastic plight
BY KRYSTAL MATOS AND ANDY LOPEZ

CONTRIBUTING WRITERS

We are surrounded by plastic every day of our lives, from the moment
we wake up in the morning to the moment we go to sleep. Our morning routines consist of washing our face, brushing our teeth and taking a
shower. In such a short amount of time, we have used at least five items
made of plastic, from our toothbrush to our face wash, and we haven’t
even taken a second to notice.

Check out The Ticker's guide to this USG election season, including in-depth looks at each party and their e-boards, on page 4.
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The Ecuadorian Club celebrates
‘Carnavalito’ with food and dance
BY MAY KHIN

USG supports Baruch
rideshare partnerships
BY SHEIK FLORADEWAN

SENIOR STAFF WRITER

NEWS EDITOR

Baruch College’s Ecuadorian
Club celebrated “Carnavalito”
with games, cultural performances, a photo booth and authentic
cuisine on April 2 during club
hours.
“Carnavalito” is an Ecuadorian
carnival that is a major national
holiday, which celebrates excess
and abundance before a six-week
period known as “Cuaresma” or
Lent — a period of sobriety and
prudence.
To commemorate the end of
the solar year, certain indigenous
tribes celebrated by throwing
decorative flowers, cooking flour
and spraying perfumed water into
the air.
The purpose of these traditions is to get rid of the past and
to cleanse so Lent can bring a new
beginning.
“It’s just really important for
us because we want to spread our
culture on campus. There isn’t
a lot of Ecuadorian clubs in the
CUNY system, so we thought this
event was a great way for people
to learn about the holiday,” said
Domenica Cotrina, president of
the Ecuadorian Club. “For us, it is
the beginning of spring or a fresh
beginning.”
The carnival is a three-daycelebration in which businesses
close down and people spend
time with their family.
At the event in the Multipurpose Room, the club showed a video of the carnival in Ecuador and
the music, joy, chants and water
festival of the celebration. There
were two performances.
The first performance was a
cultural dance by Ayazamana, a

The Baruch College Undergraduate Student Government’s
#BeFare Committee that has been
advocating for an equitable commuting process for all Baruch
and CUNY students, passed the
proposed resolutions during the
weekly senate meeting on April 2.
There are three resolutions: the
USG Sponsored MetroCard resolution, the LIRR and MetroNorth
Resolution and the USG Co-sponsored Ridesharing Resolution.
#BeFare Committee Chairman
Brandon Santiago explained in an
interview with The Ticker that “the
first one was for the New York City
transit for MetroCard, so it’s just
saying that we as students are being forced to pay a very high burden of rising fares and very bad
service.”
He described the second resolution as building off the first one
in that “Long Island Rail Road
students have been suffering for a
long time.”
“It's not only unfair but also
malpractice on the MTA’s part to
have all these delays, charge all
this money and then it’s just — we
as students have to work to afford
it,” Santiago said.
The third resolution is the ridesharing resolution.
“It’s the resolution that explicitly says Baruch supports our partnership with ridesharing companies” such as Via, Uber and Lyft,
Santiago said.
The proposal states that “the
quality of service with ridesharing
is superior to the quality of service
provided by the MTA.”
“With a reasonable discount
per partnership, Via monthly and

FEBA GEORGE | THE TICKER

The "Carnavalito" celebration included authentic food, performances and more.
traditional Ecuadorian music and
dance group.
The performers wore traditional clothing and danced to their
songs to showcase the cultural
dance.
It was followed by the first
game of the night: the mystery
box. The winner earned a $500
Starbucks gift card.
The second game was tug of
war and many people from the
audience participated voluntarily
as the crowd cheered for the contestants.
The third game of the carnival
was “Throw It,” in which the contestants had to throw something
in a designated area. The game
was won by senior Eric Jiang.
During an intermission, au-

thentic Ecuadorian cuisine was
served to the audience as the
band Chota Madre performed live
on stage.
After the intermission, the final
game of the night ended in a bang
through the garbage bag race in
which contestants had to jump
inside the garbage bag across the
room.
It was followed by a raffle to
win an Amazon Echo and two
Starbucks gift cards.
The lead singer of Chota
Madre, Maggie Gomez, said music is so diverse and she is proud
to be able to share Ecuadorian
music with others.
“It is amazing sharing part of
my culture,” said Gomez. “And Ecuador is my home. I feel proud.”

weekly passes would become
more affordable than [a] MetroCard’s monthly and weekly passes,” Santiago said.
While the ridesharing resolution is a medium-term goal, Santiago explained that he is hopeful
that CUNY students will have an
affordable and equitable commuting process.
“Most of the committee members are freshmen so there's plenty
of time to achieve it,” Santiago
said.
This is a community effort, as
Santiago explained. He is trying
to bring in administration officials
as well so it’s not just students advocating “because in the end, they
would also be impacted by this as
well.”
Santiago spoke with LIRR President Phillip Eng on April 4, gathering information and submitting
the recent USG co-sponsored
LIRR resolution saying, “I believe
we made progress toward #BeFare
for Long Island students and left a
lasting impression.”
On April 7 the University Student Senate altered the resolutions during its monthly meeting
to make it their own so the resolutions USG passed reflect CUNY
language. This would make the
resolutions applicable to all CUNY
schools.
Santiago also spoke briefly to
USS representatives from Lehman
College, Brooklyn College and
Queens College and mentioned
their USS is possibly trying to get a
#BeFare Committee.
The next step for the #BeFare
Committee is to send the resolutions to jurisdictional authorities
such as the chancellor, the companies themselves and President
Mitchel B. Wallerstein.

‘Global Village' informs
students about AIESEC

HSA fashion show brings fiery looks and
fancy dress to the Multipurpose Room

BY YASMEEN PERSAUD

CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE

OPINIONS EDITOR

A purposeful exchange of
knowledge, opportunities and culture kicked off AIESEC’s “Global
Village for Global Goals” event on
April 4 in Baruch College’s Multipurpose Room.
AIESEC stands as one of the
largest student-run organizations in the world, according to
HuffPost, and one that focuses on
making an impactful difference in
global communities and also in
developing the lives of its members.
The organization at Baruch
extends beyond the campus culture and offers opportunities to go
abroad for select students. But the
opportunities that AIESEC offers
are more than just exploration —
they are meant to have an impact.
“These opportunities are for
freshmen and seniors and most
of these opportunities have to
do with majors,” Jie Lin Wu, vice
president of Outgoing Global
Volunteers, said. “People can
go abroad and gain experience
while also helping the community.”
“Not only will [students] have
experience to put on their résumé,
they will help out the world,” he
continued.
“Global Village” was organized to help students understand
the influence of the United Nations’ 17 Sustainability Development Goals. Students learned
about these goals in an integrated manner — the games set
up during the event at different
tables offered information about
the SDGs’ influence and impact
on the world.
Freshman Kamila Lukyano-

va was in charge of the Decent
Work and Economic growth station. Members of AIESEC, such
as Lukyanova, informed students
more about the organization and
how the SDGs that her station represented will change lives.
She also offered a piece of advice for proactive students looking
to join.
“It really helps you gain professional experience,” Lukyanova
said. “A lot of these skills [learned
at AIESEC] are what companies
are looking for.”
AIESEC blurs the line between
helping the world and self-development. Members who joined
have found themselves exploring
beyond the world that they have
become accustomed to.
“This semester I became the
president of AIESEC and I think
the main reason I joined and
became president is because I
wanted to spread the word of what
AIESEC is and what AIESEC does,”
said AIESEC President Alejandra
Achury.
Among students lining up to
play games, eat food and just listen to music were students studying abroad at Baruch who seemed
to have found a home at AIESEC’s
event.
Achury also cleared up a common misconception about AIESEC, stating that students don’t
need to become members to go
abroad.
“I wanted to show everyone
what you can do and what you can
learn,” Achury said.
Opportunities to explore are
always at students’ fingertips and
even though joining the organization can help, what ultimately
boils down to fulfilling the SDGs
is personal desire to enact change.

Each pair added their own
unique twist on their walk, incorporating dance moves or a subtle
storyline to make things interesting for the audience.
Dakshatha Daggala, one of the
models who participated in the
show and chair of Clubs and Organizations of USG, remarked on
how special the fashion show is in
its representation of all of Asia.
“Usually when you think of
Asian, you think of East Asian,
and a lot of the time brown people are excluded, but this is an
all-inclusive event. The show includes cultures from Vietnamese
culture all the way to Afghani
culture and this is a great way to
show Baruch how diverse it is,”
Daggala said.
The walls of the Multipurpose
Room were adorned with flags
from a variety of Asian countries.
Each seat had a little goody bag
on it, containing little candies
and fabric flower petals. Around
the stage were small flickering
lights, adding to the image of a
real runway. Samosas and veggie
burgers were served to students
as appetizers, and later there was
a meal of sesame chicken, vegetables, rice and pasta.
Dance performances occurred throughout the event,
each combining modern dance
moves with pop-versions of Asian
music.
One of the performers described her dance performance
to a remix of Ed Sheeran’s “Shape
of You” as having an “Asian twist,”
due to her more traditional dance
moves and outfit.
The night was one of acceptance and pride of Asian culture.
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"Asian Fashion Show" featured authentic food and cultural decorations.
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Asian Pacific American
Heritage Month kicks off
BY AYSE KELCE

CONTRIBUTING WRITER
The Asian Pacific American
Heritage Month at Baruch College
has officially started with an opening ceremony during club hours
on April 4.
With co-sponsorships from the
Office of Student Life, the Undergraduate Student Government
and other clubs, the opening event
was underway on the second-floor
lobby. Bubble tea, stress balls and
pens were given away, while music
relevant to multiple Asian cultures
was played. The opening ceremony was held to drum up interest for
APAHM’s nighttime event.
Baruch celebrates APAHM
throughout the entire month of
April, despite it historically being
celebrated in May.
The efforts to proclaim the
first 10 days of May as Asian Pacific Heritage week started with a
House of Representatives resolution by Rep. Frank Horton of New
York and Rep. Norman Y. Mineta of
California in June 1977, followed
by a similar bill in the Senate from
Sen. Daniel K. Inouye and Sen.
Spark Matsunaga of Hawaii.

The month of May was
chosen to pay tribute to the
first Japanese immigrant to
the U.S.on May 7, 1843, and
to mark the anniversary of
the completion on May 10,
1869.

The weeks-long celebration
became the APAHM in 1990, with
President George H. W. Bush
signing a bill that was passed by
Congress. The month of May was
chosen to pay tribute to the first
Japanese immigrant to the U.S. on
May 7, 1843, and to mark the anniversary of the completion of the
transcontinental railroad on May
10, 1869, according to the Asian
Pacific American Institute for
Congressional Studies.
“What we are trying to do is to
raise awareness on the Asian Pacific American Heritage Month
is important to increase awareness on different aspects of various Asian cultures,” said Nelson
Cao, one of the organizers of the
APAHM events and the host of APAHM’s second event, “InspirAsian
Night.”
“InspirAsian Night” hosted a
variety of dance and music performances. Two dance groups
performed to celebrate the art and
culture of Asia and the Pacific, followed by musical performances
by Lewis Diep, a Baruch senior,
and guest artist Michael Joon.
Besides their performances, the
artists also gave insights on their
personal stories and what APAHM
means for them. A Kahoot! game
was played during the event about
information related to APAHM,
interesting facts about Asian and
Pacific countries and the artists of
the event.
There will be more events to
celebrate APAHM throughout the
month of April at Baruch, like the
“NYC Hong Kong Club Singing
Contest,” “Language Workshop,”
“Dance Without Borders,” “DIY
Bubble Tea,” “Miss Asia IV” and
more. APAHM month at Baruch
ends on April 30.

Two parties are battling for students’ votes this year to be the next representatives of Baruch College’s Undergraduate Student Government. The
Ticker spoke to the e-boards of both POP! and Imagine Baruch to better understand their goals, platforms and leaders. Read on to learn more
about what each platform has to offer.
Text by Sheik Floradewan, Noah Fleischman, Angel Torres and Andrew Marzullo. Additional reporting by Amanda Salazar and Victoria Merlino. Photos by Julian Tineo and Noah Fleischman.

P

OP!, which stands for “Power of the People!” is one of
the two major parties running for the 2019-2020 Undergraduate Student Government of
Baruch College.
The party's core beliefs are
service, unity and zest. They stem
from unity in diversity in that they
are striving to foster a better future
for students by “standing together
as a unified student body to tackle
issues affecting opportunities, resources, and facilities.”
The team name originated
from analysis of superhero culture that emphasizes the value of
putting unity in community. In
their platform, they explain, “Heroes represent the best versions
of ourselves and we want Baruch
to become the best it can — this
is possible through the power that
awakens with the unification of
people.”
The party will be led by current
sophomore Dakshatha Daggala,
junior Joshua Castillo, junior Tam

The party's core beliefs are
service, unity and zest. They
stem from unity in diversity in
that they are striving to foster
a better future for students
by “standing together as a
unified student body to tackle
issues affecting
opportunities, resources, and
facilities.”

as stated on the POP! platform.
The team also hopes to bridge
the gap that exists between students and their respective senators. They plan on implementing
this by requiring the executive
secretary to have senate meeting
agendas posted on the USG website and social media.
In addition, they would have
a platform for students to submit statements they would like
the table to discuss at the senate
meetings. By doing so, they would
ensure a more cohesive student
body.
Besides focusing on student
body engagement, the team also
plans on having the senate members be civically involved in CUNY
politics at a state level.
The current vice president of
Legislative Affairs takes an active
role in advocating and lobbying
for CUNY, while some of the other
table members are at varying levels of knowing what the Board of
Trustees is and how it works and
knowing what the University Student Senate is.
“Civic engagement is really important to us, especially because
we’re in a public school. This isn’t
Stephen’s, this isn’t, you know, private, this is a public school and a
lot of our quality of life depends on,
you know, people lobbying and ad

Phuong and junior Nicole Pung,
who are running for president, executive vice president, treasurer
and secretary of USG, respectively.
They explained that their
methodology in choosing to run
together came about by figuring
out who was good at what. While
Daggala, Castillo and Pung are all
members of the current USG senate table, they have been bouncing ideas off of one another and
found a good fit with their prospective board. As for Phuong,
who is the current president of the
Vietnamese Student Association,
he was approached by Daggala
because of his immaculate skills
with numbers and paperwork.
Regarding teams, there is more
competition this year than last
year’s uncontested election. With
two parties running, Castillo explained in an interview with The
Ticker, “If there is competition,
you’re doing something right.”
“The competition is not necessarily a testament to us, but more
of a testament to the current USG
and how they have been through
the year,” Castillo said, adding,
“They inspired multiple people to
come forth … for this.”
“There is definitely more than
one team running and that made
me a little bit happy. That made
me like realize we’re finally getting there. We’re getting our name
out there,” Pung said.
With POP! being part of the
current table, the team hopes to
pull from past failures and make
sure to not repeat them going forward.
POP! members hope to impleTAM
ment “more town halls, widePHUONG
spread suggestion boxes,
polls for public opinion and
transparency regarding progress
on various projects on campus,”

vocating for you,” Castillo said.
“In the platform, it says that
we’re having the table members
write a letter at least once a month
regarding, you know, CUNY/Baruch issues.”
Another CUNY-level issue
POP! hopes to push for is the adjunct issue. With adjunct professors being paid less than $7,000
per course, Castillo expressed that
“CUNY kind of exploits what adjunct professors do.”
“The actual full-time faculty
has … remained relatively stagnant, but adjunct professors have
increased over the last five years
or so, and I think that that’s the
most obvious one. But our legislative affairs VP is very well-versed
on the issues, and I think that they
have good judgment on what to
focus on,” Castillo said.
POP!’s platform also mentioned their efforts to go about
renaming the 23rd Street Station
to include Baruch’s name. This
has been an ongoing initiative
that will be a struggle getting implemented. They explained, “But
it’s not an issue that has fallen in
because — how do I phrase this
properly? It’s not because of us,
it’s because of the MTA.”
When asked about POP!’s
stance regarding Greek Life on
campus — a challenging internal

policy and procedural issue that
was controversial two years ago
— the team seemed neutral. With
Provost David Christy stepping
down, his moratorium that is in effect until June 2021 may or may not
change going forward.
“I don’t speak for them. I speak
for myself. I personally have not
given it any thought or they’re not
to bring this issue back up,” Pung
said.
“I remember being there at
the meeting. I remember how
intense it was seeing that room
filled with brothers and sisters
from other fraternities and sororities. I don’t know. I think it would
be something that I could see potentially in future discussions but
would not be surprised whether
this would come back to the
table.”
Castillo piggy-backed off Pung,
saying, “We could potentially in the
spring talk to the incoming USG
about, hey, this is going to be a very
spicy topic. You know, when you
guys are here. And that’ll be the extent of what we’re going to do about
that.”
Despite any controversies,
POP!’s goal is to essentially allow
students to recognize their power
and empower them and the Baruch
community to enact change for the
better.
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ith the Undergraduate
Student
Government
elections right around
the corner, the candidates vying for a seat at the USG table are
starting to come into the limelight
to define their platforms and gain
followings.
Besides a few independent
candidates, there are two major
parties running in 2019’s election:
Imagine Baruch and POP!.
Imagine Baruch describes itself as a party that prides itself on
its diversity and is running on its
three core values of pride, opportunity and transparency.
Imagine Baruch wants to work
on the overall involvement of students to promote the value of Baruch pride.
The party understands that Baruch is a commuter school, which
makes social aspects difficult.
“Imagine Baruch would work
hard to give students more reasons to stay on campus and meet
new people through having more
school wide events,” states their
website.
To promote their value of opportunity, they want to improve
the overall quality of and access
to resources. One goal of the party
is to better utilize career fairs by
creating specialized career fairs

that would reduce the current
congestion students go through.
In doing this, they would provide
major-specific fairs that would
have students networking instead
of standing on lines.
When asked about how they
would overhaul career fairs, junior Larry Likhtenstein, candidate
for executive vice president, said,
“We’d have one investment making fair, one marketing fair, one
even for journalism.
He continued, “The whole
point was that we would try to
reach out and have more specialized careers.
“First of all, it gives students the
feeling that they actually accomplish something by going to these
fairs. Because if I don’t have finance student, I’m not going to go
to a political science fair. It doesn’t
affect me.
“But if everything is in one, everyone’s going to go and no one’s
going to really have the ability to
make a meaningful note, experience or give the rest of me to some
of these important or even talk to
people.”
Likhtenstein continued by
saying, “Sometimes you just get
stuck in these lines and you can’t
do anything because they’re so
packed. The whole point about
having these specialized career

fairs is that it gives us every student who is studying everything,
not just business, not just fine, and
your marketing.
“Every student in this whole
school, the ability to actually feel
like the career for you, it means
something to them and they’d
want to go and not just be like, oh,
whatever,” he finished.
In addition to pride, they want
to improve the overall transparency of what happens in Baruch
for students.
“Right now, we feel like students really don’t know what’s going around with our government,
with the school, events and things
of that sort,” said presidential candidate Jeremy Berman in an interview with The Ticker.
The party believes that the solution to this is the creation of an
app that would be all things Baruch, including news about student life, student government and
be a one-stop shop for all students.
In a group interview, various members of Imagine Baruch
agreed that they “want to obviously make sure that undergraduate student government is a place
where every single student feels
that they have a home.”
In addition, they want to make
USG more accessible to students.
To do this they would livestream
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senate meetings for students who
cannot attend them, re-implement the suggestion box and ensure that USG is a welcoming environment to all.
The creation of a Baruch app or
updating the current one is pivotal
to their party’s goals. “We actually
want the students to have a real
say. So in as many things as we’re
able to allow the students to have
a say and we will have polls regarding a host of different topics,”
Berman said.
The process in which they selected their party members was by
prioritizing its diversity.
Their aim was to have students
from all walks of life providing
their own ideas and perspectives.
“And so, a big thing that we
were doing is that at first, we
would look for student leaders involved on campus because at the
end of the day they’re usually the
ones very passionate,” Likhtenstein said in a Ticker interview.
So far, they reportedly have
over 30 clubs represented in their
party.
The party formed when Berman expressed that he wanted to
solve the issues faced by Baruch
students. Likhtenstein expressed
similar beliefs and this was the
start of Imagine Baruch.
Next, they looked for passionate student leaders who would
represent the entire student population and defend and help them.
They want people to really care
about their work because it is for
the entirety of the school.
They are still formulating their
party’s views on serious issues like
the Greek Life moratorium. When
asked how they felt about Greek
Life, they responded, “So regardless of our stance, I don’t think
we’ve really discussed it as much

because it’s our understanding
for the year we’re going to be in
office and even beyond, we won’t
even have the ability to affect the
change there.”
The party feels many of the
USG resignations over the past
few years have been due to the
members of the party picking
their friends rather than the most
dedicated students.
“I think that for resignations,
I think the reason that they occurred — there’s lot of times when
you make a team and you’re just
like, ask your friends. ‘Oh, you’re
going to do this.’ ‘Yeah, sure.’ People don’t understand how much
work it actually is. I think that to
get it, the only way to ensure less
resignations, is to get a really passionate team that will actually
care. I think that’s what we’ve accomplished. I think that we have a
team that understands that it is a
lot of work … you have to put in
the time,” said Likhtenstein.

In a group interview,
various members of
Imagine Baruch agreed that
they “want to obviously
make sure that
undergraduate student
government is a place
where every single
student feels that
they have a
home.”

Q&A
Q: When can I vote in the Undergraduate Student Government
election?
A: Students can vote for their candidates on three days: Tuesday, April 16
to Thursday, April 18.
Q: When do students find out who
won the election?
A: After the voting booths close, members of the Office of Student Life will take
the ballots into their office for counting.
At that point, members of each party,
individual candidates and students can
wait for OSL to count the votes behind

closed doors and announce the results A: According to OSL rules, parties and
on the second-floor lobby.
individual candidates were able to begin campaigning on March 28.
Q: Is it possible for members of
both parties to win the election? Q: How can I find out more inforA: Yes. Students have the choice but are mation about each candidate?
not required to vote for an entire party. A: Since candidates are now allowed to
This means that a president of one party campaign, they can be found around
may end up working with the party he campus and on social media. Students
or she was running against. The same will also be able to attend a debate
rules apply for other members of each where high-ranking candidates will
party.
face off. The debate is scheduled to take
place on April 15 and is open to all stuQ: When can candidates begin cam- dents. Questions can either be asked
paigning?
via an online form or at the debate.
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FROM THE EDITORIAL BOARD

CUNY students should support
new congestion pricing plan

A

s CUNY students, we all know how stressful the Metropolitan
Transportation Authority can be, with its constant slew of delays, track fires and construction activities. This is why we should
support Gov. Andrew Cuomo’s new congestion pricing plan set to take
effect in 2021 as part of the state’s recent budget deal. Because there’s
such a large quantity of CUNY students who take the MTA on a daily
basis, it only makes sense to support an initiative that will improve its
service.
The plan aims to generate money to support the MTA and its neverending renovations. It can potentially raise up to $1 billion a year if all
goes according to the state’s plan. The way these funds are going to be
raised is by creating a fee for all drivers — whether they drive personal
cars, ride-sharing cabs or trucks — when they drive into a specific zone
of Manhattan that spans from the southern tip of the borough to 60th
Street. This fee will be added to the tunnel and bridge tolls rather than
included in them.
Cars already in this zone or leaving it will not have to pay, but once
they return back to the area, drivers will be charged the fee. Fees during
rush hour for a personal car can possibly cost as much as $14, though
nights and weekends are expected to cost less, according to traffic expert Samuel I. “Gridlock Sam” Schwartz, as referenced in an article in
The New York Times.
While all this may become an inconvenience to drivers who work
or live in Midtown, it likely will benefit people who use the subway and
city buses to get around, including the large number of students currently enrolled in a CUNY school.
Baruch College students, as most other CUNY students, often come
from New York City, which means that many take public transportation
to get to their classes, jobs and internships; even students living in the
dorms or other parts of Manhattan use the MTA to commute from their
neighborhoods to school.
Other students come from Long Island or even counties upstate,
which requires them to use the Long Island Railroad or Metro North,
respectively, and then transfer to a train or bus to get to Baruch.
It’s not likely that a large group of CUNY students actually drive to
Manhattan with any regularity, especially not to get to school, so chances are that students wouldn’t even be affected much by the added fees.

YouTube, please redo your algorithms

A

s a media behemoth with over 1.9 billion registered monthly users, YouTube is a staple of the internet. No video-sharing site has
come close to matching the website’s scale, and its dominance
is unlikely to shift anytime soon. A platform of this scale is obligated to
ensure the content it publishes is safe and inclusive for all users, especially considering that its user base is growing.
Recent efforts by YouTube to manage content that perpetuates falsehoods or conspiracies that undermine well-established facts have not
been effective enough, when efforts are even made at all. As reported
in Bloomberg, under the leadership of CEO Susan Wojcicki, YouTube
focuses more on user engagement to generate profits, as a result letting videos with false information proliferate and even jeopardize user
safety.
Explicit content must be labeled as such by the uploader, meaning a
publisher who fails to do so releases their video to hundreds of millions
of people, many of them children. Content that shares false information
is slow to be noticed by YouTube, if at all.
Perhaps a more human-centered final process would be helpful instead of one led by machine-learning algorithms that have proven to be
ineffective. In order for the platform’s content problems to be solved,
YouTube must do a better job at demonstrating that it’s taking these
problems seriously.

JOEL BAUTISTA | THE TICKER

Cover-ups and obstruction: Just
another day at the White House

W

ith the term “obstruction
of justice” being thrown
around often nowadays,
it’s beginning to seem like anything done within the government
can constitute some kind of obstruction.
It is no secret that President
Donald Trump and his campaign
team were being investigated by
both the Senate Judiciary Committee and Special Counsel Robert Mueller on allegations of colluding with a foreign power and
obstruction of justice. Currently,
committees in the House of Representatives are investigating Trump
noncriminally for several things,
including obstruction.
The term “collusion” has a pretty clear-cut meaning to it — working hand-in-hand with another
entity for some specific purpose.
Collusion isn’t a federal crime, so
what was the criminal investigation from Mueller and his team really about?
The investigation was about
obstruction of justice. It was also
about a possibly conspiracy to
collude, but that’s a whole other
story. The attempt to hinder legal
proceedings, which can be done
in any number of ways — such as
threatening or bribing lawyers,
judges or jury members who are
involved with a case — defines obstruction of justice.
Obstruction includes convinc-

ing witnesses not to step forward
or trying to destroy evidence so it
can’t be presented in court. It can
include lying to lawyers or investigators about things related to a
case or purposely hiding necessary
information. It also encompasses
covering up an incident that is liable to be investigated or even just
ordering such a cover-up.
Former federal prosecutor
Barak Cohen explained obstruction and then even went as far as
to say that investigative journalists
Bob Woodward and Carl Bernstein, who uncovered the Nixonera Watergate scandal, could be
considered to have obstructed justice, The Washington Post reports
in a video.
Since obstruction of justice is
such a broad term, it can be overwhelming hearing it so often in
the news, and it can be unclear as
to how it relates to Trump. Former
FBI Director James Comey said in
a television interview with NBC’s
Lester Holt recently that he believes Trump obstructed justice
when he fired Comey from the
FBI, saying that the “Russia thing”
— referring to the investigation —
was on his mind when he made the
decision.
Since Trump fired Comey to
impede the investigation into the
2016 campaign that he was setting
up, and he even admitted to it, it’s
clear that this act really was a case

of obstruction. Trump’s goal was to
stop the investigation by removing
the person who had started it, but
as people now see, firing Comey
did not lead to an end of the investigation.
Additionally, Trump was investigated on possibly obstructing
justice when he tried to cover up
an instance in which his son, Donald Trump Jr. met with a Russian
lawyer. This meeting was a way to
potentially obtain information that
would be harmful to Hillary Clinton’s 2016 campaign against the
current president, and it was the
basis of Mueller’s investigation.
So, what should the American
people make of the term “obstruction of justice”? People should accept it for what it is: a legal term
that has, in fact, been in use for a
long time before the Trump-Russia scandal and the investigations
that followed had happened. The
meaning of obstruction of justice
hasn’t changed, but it has become
a common, even household term
as a direct result of this situation.
As for jumping to conclusions
about the Special Counsel investigation and its findings on collusion
and conspiracy and obstruction?
People will just have to wait for
Mueller’s official report to become
public and see for themselves.
-Amanda Salazar
Journalism ‘22
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THE USG REPORT

RADHIKA KALANI

A

s elections for Baruch College’s Undergraduate Student Government are approaching, I am beyond excited to
see so many students passionate
and interested in running for student government.
To those running — thank you
for taking the first step and deciding
to run. I am excited to speak with
all of you and find out about your
ideas and initiatives as a tentative
USG elected member. I am excited
as to what you will make USG become through your role. Make sure
to campaign passionately! Cam-

paign for yourself and let yourself be
known throughout Baruch.
Let students put a face to your
name. Talk to the different students
and find out what they care about.
Address their needs. Campaigning
is not an easy journey, but it is definitely worthwhile.
Take time to speak to the different candidates. What does each
candidate stand for? Why do they
want to run? What makes them fit to
take over this role? What are some of
the goals they want to achieve? Why
should you vote for them?
I cannot stress this enough —
please do not vote solely for your
friends. Vote for those who are passionate and want to drive change.
Seeing campaigning season start
reminds me of this time last year.
Last March, I ran with a team called
Project Now. Although Project Now
was running unopposed for quite
some positions, we knew that we
still had to sell our brand.
We campaigned with hard work
and effort so students could see exactly who was running to represent

them. We shared our mission with
others through a written platform.
We campaigned not only because we wanted students to come
out and vote, but we also wanted
students to know that USG existed
as a whole body of dedicated students who are elected to represent
the voices of the students.
The most disheartening thing
was when we would say, “Go vote!”
and students responded with,
“Why? You’re the only team running. What is the point of voting if
you’re going to win either way?”
That is not the point of voting.
Voting for USG elections at Baruch
suggests a student population that
is aware of the governing body that
represents it and exercises its right
to vote. Voting is not just a number;
it is a voice and each voice can make
or break a candidate.
Radhika Kalani is the president of
USG. She can be reached at radhika.
kalani@usgbaruch.com. Her office is
located at 3-272 in the Newman Vertical Campus.
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Trump and Netanyahu
go under the ‘missiletoe'
Trump shows all his support for Netanyahu in Israeli elections.

I

sraeli elections are fast approaching. On April 9, the 21st
Knesset, Israel’s parliament,
will be elected and Benjamin Netanyahu, the incumbent prime
minister, would like to keep himself and his Likud party in power.
However, the attorney general of
Israel, Avichai Mandelblit, announced his intention of indicting
Netanyahu on criminal corruption charges. As he faces competition from other parties, as well as
a threat to his name, Netanyahu is
campaigning aggressively.
The Likud campaign took out
sizable billboards on major highways in Tel Aviv and in Jerusalem
that featured a photo of Netanyahu shaking hands with President
Donald Trump. The ad depicts the
two leaders shaking hands underneath a Hebrew slogan that reads:
“A Different League.” Netanyahu
is standing side-by-side with the
president of the United States, implying that he is the one responsible for the favor the Trump administration has shown toward Israel
since 2016. Netanyahu knows his
crowd — Israelis support Trump
at a much higher rate than other
U.S. allies. In response to a 2018
survey conducted by the Pew Research Center, 69 percent of Israelis showed confidence in Trump.
The campaign strategy Netanyahu is utilizing could persuade
the majority of Israelis who have
historically prioritized national
security to vote for him. One of
the main reasons Netanyahu has
been prime minister for three
consecutive terms is because the
right-wing Likud party runs on a
platform of strong defense and
preventative security measures.

In the aftermath of intifadas, knife
stabbings and hundreds of civilian
terror deaths, Israelis understand
first-hand the paramount importance of security.
American Jews have traditionally supported a more liberal U.S.
policy regarding Israel. Fourtyeight percent of American Jews
supported the signing of the Iran
nuclear deal, while 28 percent opposed it, a survey taken by the Los
Angeles’ Jewish Journal reports.
By pulling out of the Iran deal,
Trump aligned with Netanyahu’s
staunch policy of preventative security. However, what does this
alliance of Israeli and American
right-wing leaders mean for leftleaning Jews who have always
been pro-Israel?
Trump reinstituted sanctions
against Iran and pulled out of the
Iran nuclear deal, a deal that Netanyahu and a majority of Israelis
had vehemently opposed. Additionally, in 2017, Trump made a
historic decision to move the U.S.
embassy to Jerusalem, becoming
the first world leader to recognize
Jerusalem as Israel’s capital.
Support of Israel, or lack thereof, must be a bipartisan issue. Netanyahu’s campaign isolates Jewish Americans who approve of Israel as an ally but may not approve
of Trump.
It is worrisome that Jewish
Democrats, non-Jewish Democrats and non-Trump supporting
Republicans may retract their support of Israel if it remains tied to
Trump’s face staring down on Israelis while they commute.
-Jacqueline Butler
CIS ‘20

AirPods and beyond: Wearable tech
can push us toward new innovation

W

earable technology was
once looked at with ridicule, to the extent that
a slew of memes started flooding
social media regarding Apple’s
AirPods when they first came out
in 2016. However, the public eye
has shifted its view on AirPods significantly since their first release.
What was once considered overly
pretentious and unnecessary is
now seen resting in the ears of
many commuters on their way to
school or work.
There is a measure of convenience regarding wearable technology that is undoubtedly alluring to the upper echelons of fastpaced city life. The phenomenon
trickles down to those who may
not have as many responsibilities
that they must handle as quickly
as possible but still seek the same
streamlined way of living.
AirPods and other articles of
wearable technology, though at
first merely copies of their nonwearable counterparts, have come
to hold benefits that are uniquely
their own. In the case of the Apple
Watch, the built-in heart rate detecting feature not only works with
its intended purpose of simply detecting beats per minute, but has
also been used to better the quality of life for many wearers of the
watch.
The heart rate detector can
pretty accurately gain an idea of
whether someone is going through
heart irregularities, as recorded in
the Apple Heart Study by Stanford
University School of Medicine.
These heart irregularities, atrial
fibrillation being the main culprit,
are often ignored by some people
due to their intermittent nature.
However, the note that the Apple
Watch gives its user of their heart

irregularities can incentivize people to see a doctor and deal with a
potentially dangerous situation.
This feature is quite unique to
the Apple Watch as of right now,
but NBC News reported that Apple
is developing a patent for AirPods
with built-in biometrics, which
would also be a giant leap in the
culture surrounding AirPods.
Biometrics are a series of data
that measure and analyze unique
physical or behavioral characteristics, especially for use in verifying
personal identity, according to the
Merriam-Webster Dictionary.
The two biometrics that come
to mind easily when thinking of
the matter are fingerprints and
voice patterns, both of which are
already used in nonwearable pieces of technology and, in certain instances, some pieces of wearable
technology.
Heart rate and sleeping patterns are also considered within
this category and are important
biometrics that will likely be measured in the rumored upcoming
series of AirPods.
This speculative series of AirPods would undoubtedly cause a
number of changes in the culture
of wearable technology. While already a cultural phenomenon that
has woven itself into the fabric of
American reality, AirPods will become even more prevalent given
this change.
Doctors may even formally
state that if patients come in with
data derived from pieces of wearable technology, the doctor can
use it as a quick first glance at the
health status of the individual.
As of right now, however, the
AirPods with biometrics are all
up to the imagination of individuals, since they have not yet been

released. A new series of AirPods
was released but with minimal
changes. Now, there will probably come a wave of memes that
ridicule AirPods 1.0 users as being
broke in comparison to AirPods
2.0 users.
Wearable technology opens up
the door to many possibilities, including obtaining biometrics, but
this is just the beginning.
If people were to not only wear
technology but also allow built-in
technology to record them, they
may be able to fix problems that
they never knew they had, just
as those people who had never
known they suffered from heart irregularities were able to improve
their quality of life with the help
of their Apple Watch. Sleep is too
often a problem for many people,
and it is difficult to get an accurate
measure of brain and muscle activity during sleep without the use
of clunky pieces of technology that
are evidently unavailable to the
common person.
Imagine if there were a chip
that people could insert into their
bodies in order to accurately measure their sleep patterns and give
them recommendations about the
manner in which their bodies react most positively to the manner
in which they sleep.
Imagine if another chip were
responsible for measuring all the
food someone consumes throughout the day, making diets that
much more effective and easier to
stick to. People only stand to gain
when they encourage the development of wearable technology and
— when the world is ready for it —
built-in technology.
-Ali Hussain
Neuroscience ‘21
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Business
NYC leaders beg Amazon to reconsider abandoned HQ2 plans
BY NOAH FLEISCHMAN

BUSINESS EDITOR

Amazon is still a trending topic
within New York City, with conversations continuing to bubble up
among business and community
leaders to figure out how to get Amazon to reconsider its decision not
to open a second headquarters in
Long Island City.
Amazon’s decision to pull out of
LIC left the city divided, and groups
from both sides are either scrambling to get the company back or
make it stay away. An open letter
addressed to Jeff Bezos, CEO of
Amazon, was published in The New
York Times on March 1 by the group
Partnership for New York.
The letter urged Amazon to reconsider and pledged the support
of the public and the city.
The letter starts, “New Yorkers
do not want to give up on the 25,000
permanent jobs, 11,000 union construction and maintenance jobs,
and $28 billion in new tax revenues
that Amazon was prepared to bring
to our state. A clear majority of New
Yorkers support this project and
were disappointed by your decision not to proceed.”
The letter, signed by 80 New
York union leaders, local officials
and business owners is an effort to
get Amazon to rethink its decision
and potentially bring the headquarters back into New York City
as promised. Mayor Bill de Blasio is
also on board to help work on the
community engagement and the
infrastructure investments.
Amid fierce political opposi-

tion, Gov. Andrew Cuomo is also
in support of Amazon's support,
saying he would take “personal responsibility” for the state approval
process.
The governor is also aggressively contacting Amazon, with pitches
to Bezos, along other phone calls to
Amazon executives over the past
few weeks.
After the advertisement appeared in The New York Times, a
group of more than 70 organizations vocalized their opposition
on the blog site Medium. “Amazon
left the first time around because
of fierce vocal opposition, and that
opposition still remains,” they said.
Advocacy group Make the Road
New York issued a statement in
response that chastised the governor’s actions. Citizens of New York
were upset over the unfair advantages given to Amazon to operate
in Long Island City. With over $3
billion in tax breaks and other government incentives, local lawmakers, unions and citizens were not
pleased with the deal. Concerns
were also raised over Amazon’s
labor practices and its anti-union
track record.
As of press time, there has been
no sign that Amazon will reconsider
its decision. When the company
announced that it was reversing its
decision, it said in a statement, “A
number of state and local politicians
have made it clear that they oppose
our presence and will not work with
us to build the type of relationships
that are required to go forward with
the project we and many others envisioned in Long Island City.”

JULIAN TINEO | THE TICKER
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How to nail all of your future interviews and lose the ‘jitters’
BY YASMEEN PERSAUD

OPINIONS EDITOR

Sweaty hands and shaky feet
should not be the only thing you
are looking forward to on the day of
an interview.
Instead, imagine the confidence

The key to extensive
preparation lies in first
researching critically about the
job’s expectations — both on
paper and off paper.

of taking charge of the room with a
sleek outfit, résumé in hand and a
warm smile that kindly greets your
next employer. Of course, even the
most confident and charismatic of
individuals experience the interview-day jitters. Often, the anxiety
overwhelms them to the point that
their self-confidence reaches an
all-time low.
These jitters can be prevented
through extensive preparation,
however.
The night before an interview
is filled with a rise in adrenaline,
but preparing a week beforehand
increases the chances of a positive
outcome for even the most nervous
individuals.
Preparing a week before is a
growth process in both learning

and self-development as an individual.
“A week will give you more time
and less stress than the night before,” Baruch College freshman
and future business major Surojnie
Deonaraine told The Ticker. “There
is more time to plan and practice
questions that may arise.”
The key to extensive preparation lies in first researching critically about the job’s expectations
— both on paper and off paper.
What the company describes
online may be different from how it
is established in person. Take time
to digest the information online
and ask questions about company
values and its disposition in the
working field.
Once this is done, it is best to

root out the job’s location in order
to understand if you feel comfortable working there.
From research done both online and in person, ask yourself
in-depth questions: How does this
company model after your expectations, and how can this company
help you to grow as both an employee and as a person?
The next step involves tailoring
your résumé to suit the company’s
needs — without sacrificing all of
your past efforts that you would
like to show. If there are unnecessary accomplishments that are
lackluster to the job you are hunting after, it’s best to cut this in order
to show off a concise and clean résumé. Modeling your résumé with
the necessary words and content of

the company’s values and expectations will immediately impress employers.
The company also expects you
to look your best. Adhering to either
a business casual or business formal look will avoid a self-fulfilling
prophecy of failure. It also doesn’t
hurt to spice your confidence up
with a pop of charm and luck.
“And of course, a little ritualistic luck like a lucky tie or pin can’t
hurt. I wear my grandfather’s tie
on important days, and it seems
to bring me some extra confidence
and luck,” senior and law firm office
clerk Joe Verde said to The Ticker.
When your interview day arrives, these tips can ensure that you
will be free of anxiety because of
your dedication to preparation.
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New York City will roll out 5G in 2020
BY ESTELLE SAAD

SENIOR STAFF WRITER
New York is getting 5G coverage, which is expected to bring a
more reliable and efficient network and transform the way business is conducted in the city.
The network was tested
throughout 2018 by Neutral Connect Networks, Fiberless Networks
and Edge Fibernet as part of the
NYCx Governors Island Connectivity Challenge.
The Connectivity Challenge
was designed to test 5G and learn
of its limitations on a smaller scale
and to see how the network could
possibility benefit New Yorkers.
The challenge was implemented not only for “the city’s purposes,” but also as a “model for
learning and for insights” for those
trying to develop new types of
compatible applications, according to the connectivity challenge’s
mission statement.
Aspects of 5G such as connectivity, upload and download
speeds and the amount of people
who can connect at a given time

and place were recorded.
The island was used by the
program as a test to properly understand environmental aspects
involved in dealing with the technological infrastructure of an island. This can be applied to bigger islands such as New York City,
Hong Kong and Singapore.
Conditions such as future sea
levels were considered in trying to
build a strong and reliable network
that could later be trusted to hold
up throughout inevitable climate
and environmental changes.
Though talk of 5G has been
around for some time now, a major factor that is being considered
by officials in implementing it is
the affordability and availability of
the network to all.
5G refers to the fifth generation
of networking, and it is expected
to transform many industries and
increase people and business’s reliance on their mobile devices.
As society’s reliance on technology continues to grow, the current networking system, 4G LTE, is
not fit to meet demand.
5G, when officially implement-

ed, is expected to transform many
industries and small businesses by
improving the speed and expanding the time frame at which business is conducted.
This technology was described
as including “wider network coverage, more stable internet connections, and faster data transfer
speeds,” in a report by CB Insights.
5G is expected to be installed in
New York in 2020, and is expected
to be worth $2.86 billion at the
start, growing to $33.72 billion by
2026, according to a report by MarketsandMarkets cited in a Techrepublic.com article.
In the past year, both Verizon
and AT&T have tested 5G services,
and Verizon and Samsung both
have 5G smartphones in development.
Verizon originally planned to
launch its 5G network on April 11,
but the company started rolling 5G
coverage out early in parts of the
United States.
Chicago and Minneapolis were
early 5G zones. Coverage is expected to expand further later this
year.
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Significant Other revels in the joy and agony of being in your 20s
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
The story focuses on character
Jordan Berman's persistent dilemma of never finding a boyfriend
while his friends get hitched one by
one.
It's not that Jordan isn't determined; his semi-stalkerish crush
on his co-worker Will fuels many
fantasies of growing old and having
"boy scout" kids with him.
Drafting sappy emails and calling each one of his girlfriends for
every bit of advice, Jordan is clearly
lost in trying to understand what he
needs to do in life.
His grandmother, Helene, has
the answer, “Don't get old, Jordan.
Don't die young, but don't get old.”
This limbo of youthful partying
and sex versus the mature craving
for stability and a future haunt the
humorous tone, carefully reminding both Jordan and the audience
of just how confusing this decade
of life can be.
Each member of the cast is at
best cliché, almost a parody of how
a typical young adult comes off to
older generations.
Kiki, the first friend to be married, speaks with no filter and exclusively in either Pinterest quotes
of empty aspiration or confessional
one-liners about how much of a
mess she is.
Vanessa marries second and
struts with a millennial attitude
of nonchalance and edginess that
makes her fantasize about her funeral after being hit by a bus —
although she'd be caught dead
on public transportation — while
other girls were dreaming of their

wedding day.
Laura, Jordan’s best friend and
last to get married, is the only one
with a resemblance of a put-together life and personality and becomes
a voice of reason that is drowned
out by Kiki's martini-induced
screams and Vanessa's loathing.
A cast full of such blatant clichés
and stereotypes of young adults
and gay people is as inventive as
another play about the tragedies of
love, but Harmon's jabs — consisting of overzealous jokes and fearful
foreboding of the future — are precisely timed to make the patchwork
of reused tropes work in a dark way.
Right after Jordan’s grandmother has a full string of suicidal
ideations, her questions of what
the best method is to kill herself become quickly drowned out by Missy Elliott's “Work It,” and the scene
is suddenly at a bachelorette party.
Harmon's tinkering with sentiment and low hanging jokes never
clumsily mismatches. The careful
juxtaposition of Jordan’s existential
worries when seeing a movie about
the Franco-Hungarian war and the
flamboyance of his fellow gay coworker, Evan, reflect the messy and
fast world that millennials live in.
The cast makes good use of the
small stage at Bernie West Theatre
with the quick set changes done by
the actors themselves that toss new
situations at the audience just as
quickly as life does to Jordan.
Jeffrey Delfin, a senior at City
College, takes the awkwardness
of Jordan and leads the plot well
through each scene.
His trio of girlfriends, each
played by fellow CUNY students,

bounce chemistry right off one another, supporting their characters
well.
Each actress takes her stereotype and runs with every possible
execution. Bonnie Q. Harris, a
graduate student at Baruch, never
lets the audience forget about Kiki's foolery through smoking while
pregnant in the back of a tender
moment center-stage between
Laura and Jordan.
Bruce Jimenez steals each one
of the characters' hearts, playing
Jordan’s love interest Will, Kiki's
clueless husband and Laura's fellow teacher-husband. Jimenez
works every single one of the char-

acter's personalities with apt distinctiveness, and his slight costume
changes help set the sincerity of
Laura's husband apart from the
simple emptiness of Will and the
humor of Kiki's husband.
Daniel Gomez similarly plays
three characters, but most notably
Evan, the predictably flamboyant
and sexually hungry gay coworker,
and Roger, Vanessa’s husband, who
had audience members gawking at
the stage when he and Vanessa had
an impromptu make out session
right in the middle of the tiny stage.
Jordan’s grandmother’s mixed
sweetness and scary completions
of suicide are portrayed by Baruch

College’s E. Daar. The moments of
looking back on family photos with
his grandmother reminds Jordan of
how fast the past went by and rushes his fears of dying alone while
he dances to cheesy Celine Dion
songs at weddings.
Jordan complains of the “religion of clichés” his friends suddenly subscribed to when planning
their weddings, but Significant Other itself worships these clichés and
uses them to poke fun at the melodrama of growing up after becoming a grownup.
Editor's Note: Bruce Jimenez is a distributor for The Ticker.
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Significant Other casts its aged 20-something characters into a limbo of partying and casual sex and settling down.

Don't focus on the villain: Shazam! shines when its hero's in front

BENJAMIN WALLIN
As Marvel Studios and DC
Comics continue to face off in
the battle of competing cinematic
universes of comic book adaptations, humor has become a defining factor distinguishing the two
outputs. Early DC entries Man of
Steel and Batman v Superman:
Dawn of Justice were written off for

— among other problems — being
too gloomy.
In a Marvel movie, it’s hard to
go a few minutes without a wisecrack or a reference, and although
it feels like DC is trying to catch up,
DC is known for being darker and
gloomier.
While it’s clear that one studio
is winning — Avengers: Endgame
ticket preorders on April 2 were
enough to crash theater chain
AMC’s website and become the top
first-day pre-sellers on ticket services Atom and Fandango — DC’s
latest offering, Shazam!, directed
by David F. Sandberg and written
by Henry Gayden, is the first of its
films to successfully use comedy,
and to do so without seeming like

a Marvel knockoff.
Mired in a dull villain’s origin
for the first chunk of the story,
Shazam! really picks up when its
protagonist, Billy Batson, is granted the powers of a wizard.
Imbued with the wisdom of
Solomon, strength of Hercules,
stamina of Atlas, power of Zeus,
courage of Achilles and speed of
Mercury, 14-year-old Billy can
turn into a superhero — played by
39-year-old Zachary Levi — just by
calling out the exclamation of the
movie’s title, an acronym of the ancient heroes’ names.
With his foster brother Freddy
by his side, played by fast-talking
scene-stealer Jack Dylan Grazer,
Billy tests the limits of his powers

COURTESY OF WARNER BROS. PICTURES

Mark Strong, left, plays a villain who is the dead weight in a movie full of fun thanks to Zachary Levi, right, as hero Shazam.

and learns what it’s like to be a superhero.
Much like classic superhero TV
show The Greatest American Hero,
a big draw for Shazam! is its introduction of a character who doesn’t
fully understand his powers or
how to control them. Like a mock
version of Marvel’s Iron Man and
its hero’s procedural tests of his flying equipment, Shazam! features
Freddy and Billy testing the limits
of Billy’s newfound powers while
becoming famous on YouTube
through the phone videos Freddy
takes as the hero’s manager. In one
scene, Billy shows off a superpower of charging people’s phones an
ability that, in the scheme of superhero things, is not a huge deal.
Shazam! often doesn’t try to be
anything huge, and that’s great. As
a production of New Line Cinema,
a Warner Bros. division with smaller releases than tentpole blockbusters, the film keeps its conflicts
within the city of Philadelphia and
involves no world-ending stakes;
though past events referenced imply potential danger, there’s never
any sense that Billy’s fighting to
save the world.
Too often, superhero movies
set the stakes at end-of-the-world
levels, as if there’s no such thing as
a small threat. It gets old hearing
the same dangers, especially with
threats so large they go beyond the
comprehension or empathy of the
audience.
Unlike many other superhero
movies, Shazam! does not present its audience with an unwavering moral figure, nor does it offer
a polished, finished product of a
hero. Billy is a work-in-progress,
and in his superhero form, he is
ridiculous, selfish, overconfident
and cowardly. It makes for a refreshing take on a hero, and Levi
has the charisma to pull it off.
The movie falters mostly with

its villain, a character provided
with a backstory that does nothing
to deepen his own motivations or
personality.
Mark Strong plays Dr. Thaddeus Sivana, a bald villain who
says villainous things and acts like
a villain. While his story cannot
be considered totally predictable,
it is filled with so many obvious
moments, at points it feels like
his family members could just as
easily have said, “We’re going to
say some mean things so you can
eventually become a villain. Here’s
a line of dialogue you can hold on
to and then repeat dramatically in
a few decades when you make the
transformation.”
There are a few times when
Thad, as he’s called, plays the cartoonish villain, and, in opposition
to Billy, it’s a perfect contrast. But
mostly, Strong’s performance falls
flat as a poorly written villain. At
times, it can feel like superhero
writers think that in audiences’
desire to have well-rounded, interesting villains, all they need to
do is give the villain a little bit of
backstory. There’s more to the craft
than just telling a bad guy’s history, and even Marvel falls into that
pitfall for many of its antagonists.
Loaded with fun moments,
Shazam! is an alternate take on the
superhero movie that works more
than it doesn’t. It does take around
half an hour until the story really
picks up, and it has a passionless
villain who performs acts of gratuitous violence, but when the movie
works, it can really work.
It’s not the best DC has had to
offer so far — and DC still hasn’t
found its great film since the
launch of Man of Steel in 2013, but
it does present a flawed and funny
superhero, at no point perfect, at
most times unsure of himself, a
step in the right direction for DC’s
releases.
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Tie clips: How to keep it First Lady's memoir, Becoming, set
together in interviews to break genre's bestselling record

LILY RANSOM

D

ear Lily,
Are tie clips an unnecessary fashion accessory
or do they make you stand out
from all the other two-/threepiece suits in the room?
-Martin Hsu
Dear Martin,
For some, a tie clip is merely
an accessory, just as cuff links or
a signet ring are. For others, it is a
necessity. For these people, keeping their ties out of food or out of
the way of their patients is essential in day-to-day work.
If you are a doctor, you spend
your day leaning over when observing patients, so a tie clip is a
necessary accessory to prevent
ties from going into patients’ faces.
Keeping your tie out of your meal
is also obviously essential for tie
cleanliness.
If you are wearing a vest, wearing a tie clip as well is overkill, as
the vest fulfills the purpose of the
tie clip already. However, threepiece suits are not always a necessity either. If you are looking to
stand out, a three-piece suit can do
the trick, provided that it’s tasteful,
clean and pressed. It is not going
to be the difference between you
getting the job or not, however.
If you don’t like wearing vests
and would rather wear a tie clip,
go for it! Tie clips look polished —

when worn correctly — and can
complete the look.
A tie clip is not the deciding factor in an interview, but it can certainly make someone look more
put together, which is never a bad
thing.
If you are going to opt for a tie
clip, please don’t make it goofy or
funky. Things that are sports-inspired or have a big logo are tacky
and will take away from your attempt to look professional. Keep it
simple. Plain silver or gold will do
the trick. You don’t want to stand
out in a negative way.
For starters, never wear a tie
clip that is longer than the width
of your tie or wear one that is too
short. Both look very silly. If yours
is too long, you might try angling it,
but this is usually only acceptable
with more casual outfits. Polished
business outfits are better worn
with a horizontal tie clip. Also, the
clip is typically worn just above the
jacket’s closing button.
I’d say that tie clips are not an
unnecessary fashion accessory
because accessories are, by nature, supplemental items to an
outfit. They are neither necessary
nor unnecessary; they are simply a
personal preference. A three-piece
suit might make you stand out in a
room more than a tie clip will, but
they will both make you look polished and professional.
Your smile is an accessory, too.
If you have a professional attitude,
a good handshake and a smile,
whether you are wearing a tie clip,
a vest or neither will not matter.
If you are looking to physically
stand out, both work just fine. But
don’t stress too much over it; just
because you look snazzy, doesn’t
mean you are more qualified for
the job than anyone else.

KYRAH BROWN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Obamas may have departed from the White House, but the
remnants of their impact remain
across the country. Many still consider former First Lady Michelle
Obama as their “forever first lady,”
illustrating the positive influence
and legacy she has left on the country. It is no surprise that her memoir Becoming is such an attractive
read. Since its release in November
2018, publisher Penguin Random
House stated that the book has
sold more than 10 million copies.
That number is steadily on the rise
and is nearing the highest memoir
sales of all time.
The chief executive of Penguin
Random House, Markus Dohle,
told The Wall Street Journal, “I’m
not aware, in my personal experience with Penguin Random
House, that we ever sold 10 million
units of any memoir.”
Additionally, The Columbian
reports that in 2018, Obama’s
memoir was the fastest-selling
book, with 725,000 copies sold
within the first day and a remarkable 2 million copies sold just in
North America through the first
15 days of its release. On Amazon, the book broke the record of
most-sold book on the site from
just pre-sales alone. The statistics for Becoming portray record
numbers.
Millions of readers have flocked
to shelves and the sites of eBook
and audiobook stores to have a
chance at owning the former first
lady’s memoir to read how her
journey has shaped her to become
the strength and encouragement
she embodies today. The evidence
of Becoming’s success is undoubt-
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First Lady Michelle Obama's memoir, Becoming, sold more than 10 million copies.
edly solidified within the impressive numbers, but the question
some may wonder is why has this
particular memoir been such a
success?
Becoming encapsulates not
only the beauty and the struggle
that has been Obama’s life and career, but also how that road to success began with early hardships.
Many citizens and world leaders
alike admire the former first lady
for the determination, poise and
wit she has shown through trying
times in her life.
Cherished by many globally,
Obama is easily one of the world’s
most influential public figures and
role models. One of the main reasons for this sentiment is how relatable her upbringing was, showcasing the struggles of America’s
working class.
Her story, marriage, fertility issues and the road to politics shine
light on her faults and humanity,
offering hope to men and women
looking for their coming-up story
in this competitive and overworked society.
Penguin Random House has
signed a joint two-book deal with
the couple for an estimated $60

million, according to The Washington Post. Bertelsmann SE Chief
Executive Thomas Rabe confirmed
to The Wall Street Journal that this
deal is “the highest advance ever
paid in the history of book publishing,” after which has followed an
astonishing book tour with packed
arenas, where some attendees
have paid up to thousands of dollars in tickets to see Obama speak.
A portion of proceeds are going toward charity.
In addition to this deal, the
Obamas have just entered into
a Netflix deal for an unreleased
amount, Variety stated. With their
newly founded company, Higher
Ground Productions, the couple is
set to produce various documentary series.
The book’s success has been
overzealously joy-filled, but lingering criticism casts shadows over
this positivity. Michelle and Barack
Obama have signed high-grossing
deals, but some are left to wonder whether this fame is driven by
their passion for civil service and
humble attitudes or by the soaring
profits and star power that the two
are bringing in after Barack's presidency.

Gaye entertains one final time on posthumous LP You're the Man
EVAN LEWIS
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Marvin Gaye will forever be immortalized as one of the pioneers of
Motown music.
His impact on the genre and
American music as a whole is impossible to overstate.
In just a limited amount of
time, he was able to rise to the top
of charts with hits like “Let’s Get It
On,” “Sexual Healing” and countless more.
Similar to fellow musical legends John Lennon and Selena,
Gaye’s life was tragically cut short
when he was shot to death by a
former fan — in this case, his own
father.
Considered as a king of soul the
genre, Gaye’s music has undoubtedly lived on in the decades since.
He has served as an inspiration
for countless artists over the years
and laid the groundwork for the entire Motown movement.
His classic rhythm and blues
tracks have been covered by everyone from Aretha Franklin to
Christina Aguilera, as well as appearing in countless movies, television shows, commercials and even
Kanye West songs.
Gaye is as engrained in American culture as an icon of the industry. It’s a shame that he only lived
to the age of 44, thus depriving the
masses of even more magnificence
that no one else has truly been able
to capture before or since.
Luckily for fans, they were treated to one last batch of tracks with
the dropping of You’re the Man last
week.
The previously unreleased album was shelved by Gaye nearly
half a century ago due to its outward political stance and underwhelming reaction to its title track,
which imagined a world where a
woman could become president.

There is delightful irony in the
fact that its release in 2019 coincides with a time when five women
are currently vying for the Democratic nomination for president,
four years after Hillary Clinton became the first woman to ever win a
major party nomination and capture the popular vote in the general
election.
Regardless, Gaye felt that the
album was perhaps too political for
its time. The long-awaited album,
35 years after his death, has finally
been released and it feels just right.
Many of the issues that were
plaguing the country back in the

1970s feel even more prescient today. The title track itself feels as if
it’s speaking to President Donald
Trump from beyond the grave, calling out lies and false promises with
the kind of powerful urgency that
Gaye is known for.
Gaye’s lyrics may have been designed for former President Richard Nixon and his supporters, but
they still hit all the right notes in
2019. During “Where Are We Going?” he croons about how “lies
and hate fuel the fire”— an eerie
foreshadowing of the dissension
that exists today.
As a songwriter, Gaye was able

to come up with lyrics that both
transport the listener to the time
they were written and allow them
to draw parallels to today.
The amount of self-awareness
and foresight this requires proves
that he was a songwriter ahead
of his time, pushing the envelope
long before Childish Gambino and
others would make such writing
more popular.
In a time when black citizens’
political opinions were too often
dismissed or endangering, Gaye
was unabashed in his criticisms of
those at the top and the system that
was designed to suppress people
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The late Marvin Gaye felt that his album You're the Man was too political for its time 35 years ago, but it has now been released.

like him.
Throughout his historic rise to
the top, Gaye never forgot his roots
and made sure that he would always use his platform to fight oppression.
Though he was dissuaded from
releasing You’re the Man by his
more conservative boss, Berry
Gordy, the rest of Gaye’s discography show that he was unafraid to
call out injustice at the highest levels of government.
While the impactful lyrics on
You’re the Man are coincidentally
more relevant now than ever, it’s the
singer’s signature voice that makes
his posthumous album quintessential Gaye. Over the years, many
have attempted to recapture Gaye’s
inimitable sound to mixed results,
but none have ever held a candle
to the primal delivery of one of the
best male voices to ever live.
Overall, this posthumous entry
is a welcome addition to Gaye’s
catalogue. The 17-track album is a
delight to anyone who has enjoyed
his wide-ranging talents before and
exposes his genius to a new generation of music lovers.
Above all, it reminds listeners of
a time when music stars spoke from
the heart not out of convenience,
but out of necessity; a time when
artists were more concerned with
drawing attention to their community than to their wealth.
On You’re the Man and throughout his life, Gaye used his immense
talent to highlight the problems
prevalent in this country. He spoke
not just for his people, but for all
people who were being treated unfairly. For this reason, there is no
greater name for this album.
As we all reflect back on the
legacy of a legend on what should
have been his 80th birthday, it’s impossible to deny one thing above all
else: Even all these decades later,
Gaye really is the man.
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Female-only dance company tells
raw and honest story on BPAC stage
LAUREN FARRUGIA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

From March 28 to March 30,
critically acclaimed contemporary
dance company Ariel Rivka Dance,
or ARD, told a raw and honest narrative about the struggle’s women
endure to meet society's unrealistic expectations.
ARD, led by artistic director
and choreographer Ariel Grossman and her husband, executive
producer and composer David
Homan, celebrated its 12th season at the Baruch Performing Arts
Center. This female-only company
premiered two new works and
showcased a diverse range of guest
performers. The opening of the
show featured the playful and vivacious world premiere of Rhapsody
in K.
Grossman and Homan’s fiveyear-old daughter, Eva, had spontaneous dance sessions that became the heart of Rhapsody in K.
Her free spirit, emulated by the
dancers’ fluidity and happy dispositions, was a beautiful reminder
that females, even at such a young
and innocent age, are a constant
source of inspiration.
The soundtrack featured the
most eloquent live violin rendition
of “Twinkle Twinkle Little Star,”
performed live by Rebecca Cherry
and composed by Stefania de Kenessey and Homan. This scene
transported the audience back to
their own childhood and reflected
on the need for childlike joy in this
high demanding society. It wasn’t
all fun and games at the ARD show.
The second piece, She, told a very
different narrative, revealing the
true thoughts and feelings behind
the brave face of motherhood.
The dancers’ military standard

unison forced the audience to the
edge of their seats as tension built.
The powerful image of the dancers
standing in a straight line, hands
trembling to the sound of the
breast pump whirring represents
the tedious and exhaustive process
that is purely expected of women.
The choreography intentionally used the image of the line to
show that all mothers are engulfed
with the guilt of not being able to
achieve the unattainable expectations they have for themselves. The
unifying line symbolized that they
don’t need to feel that they have to
face those anxieties alone.
Furthering the narrative of the
unrealistic expectations placed
on women, the world premiere of
Mossy, featuring company dancers
Caitlyn Casson and Casie O’Kane,
explored Grossman’s emotions
associated with being not only a
mother but a woman with a successful career in the performing
arts.
Dressed in black, the two talented performers brilliantly juxtaposed artistically fluid movements
with short sharp realistic choreography. Their movements constantly intertwined and manipulated
one another to portray the interruptions in the creative process
and how Grossman struggled to
keep those two worlds separate.
Black fabric is replaced with
white goddess dresses in ARD’s
final piece, Ori. When the dancers
first walk out, there is a sense of
pride to be a woman. The dancers
throughout this piece embodied
the elegance of powerful women.
They artistically made a very complicated and intricate dance seem
easy. There is a great amount of
sheer athleticism that it takes to
perform this piece. The dancers

constantly changed levels in which
they performed the movement in
the matter of counts.
This complexity in movement
speaks volumes as women are
constantly thrown challenges they
not only take in their stride, but
still do with immense passion and
grace, which ARD dancer’s show
time and time again throughout all
four works.
It’s important to also mention
that this female-only company
prides itself in sharing its platform
with guest companies. This season
ARD shared the stage with Slowdanger, Alison Cook Beatty Dance,
Tina Croll + Company, 277 Dance
Project, Beth Liebowitz/Beth &
Artists, Kyleigh Sackandy, Mignolo
Dance, Amma and Valerie Green/
Dance Entropy.
Inviting guest performers to all
its shows allows for the audience
to experience a great diversity of
art and gives others a chance to tell
their story as well.
ARD promotes healthy conversations about real issues that
modern day women face. There
was no better way to pay tribute to
Women’s History Month.

This complexity in
movement speaks volumes
as women are constantly
thrown challenges they not
only take in their strid e, but
still do with immense passion and grace.

Apple and Spotify trade
bitter words over fees
STACY KIM
STAFF WRITER

Spotify has filed antitrust complaints against Apple to the European Union, accusing the company of “locking Spotify and other
competitors out of experience-enhancing upgrades.” Although it is
yet to be known whether the European Commission will go through
a formal investigation, the growing
tension between Apple and Spotify led to dissent among users of the
services worldwide.
This helps explain why Daniel
Ek, Spotify’s chief executive officer, wrote the statement laying out
unfair treatment by Apple. In his
post, Ek discussed a few examples
of what Apple required of Spotify
and other digital services.
“Apple requires that Spotify and
other digital services pay a 30%
tax on purchases made through
Apple’s payment system, including upgrading from our Free to our
Premium service.”
Spotify is striving to provide
users with the best audio experience, keeping their price as low as
possible for consumers. However,
under Apple’s restrictions, Spotify
would have to increase the price of
Spotify Premium for Apple users.
Spotify is consistent in reinforcing a healthy ecosystem in which
a win-win negotiation is fulfilled.
In response to Spotify’s antitrust claims, Apple, which has
brought a dramatic change in
the mobile-phone industry, said
something very different.
“After using the App Store for
years to dramatically grow their
business, Spotify seeks to keep all
the benefits of the App Store ecosystem — including the substantial revenue that they draw from

the App Store’s customers — without making any contributions to
that marketplace,” said Apple on
its website.
Apple emphasized that all the
transactions to purchase digital goods outside the app are not
charged by Apple and the company is aiming to build a successful
ecosystem that will benefit both
businesses and users.
By saying, “Spotify is asking to
keep all those benefits while also
retaining 100 percent of the revenue,” Apple makes clear that Spotify has been wrong for claiming
that there is no fair competition.
In the meantime, Apple pointed out Spotify's unfair treatment
of artists. Since Spotify put a heavy
emphasis on keeping their price
competitive, they are also “making
money off others’ work,” leading to
regression in the music industry.
A dispute between Apple and
Spotify has aroused concerns from
users.
“The iPhone users, including
lead plaintiff Robert Pepper of
Chicago, filed the suit in a California federal court in 2011, claiming
Apple’s monopoly leads to inflated
prices compared to if apps were
available from other sources,” according to Andrew Chung of Business Insider.
Spotify and many other makers of apps are at risk of losing
more than 100 million iPhone users if they withdraw from the App
store. Spotify claimed that Apple
is trying to harm their business. If
Spotify’s complaint is accepted for
an investigation, Apple is likely to
be fined by the European Commission. The ultimate goal is to
cultivate a healthy ecosystem that
works in the best interests of both
companies.

17-year-old Eilish's debut reflects Gen Z's cockiness and concerns
SVEN LARSEN
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Crowned as a prodigy by NPR
and a pop revolutionary by The
New York Times, 17-year-old Billie
Eilish has already claimed a seat in
modern music's pantheon with her
debut record, WHEN WE ALL FALL
ASLEEP, WHERE DO WE GO?
The acclaim isn't underserved;
over 34 million monthly listeners
on Spotify concur that Eilish's dark
pop songs are worth the listen.
The mixture of hype over Eilish
and her staggering presence ripped
off of hip-hop stars beg for a debut
of an equal intrigue, but WHEN WE
ALL FALL ASLEEP, WHERE DO WE
GO? doesn't offer much.
Eilish juggles two main personas on her debut record: a tongueout-and-middle-finger-up
mastermind whom you'll fret to cross,
and the deeply emotional and easily broken romantic who just seeks
some comfort in a changing world.
The wavering angles of braggadocios badness to melancholy
moods isn't unrealistic. For many
members of Generation Z, it's easy
to mock the older generation's
criticism, but there is quiet shared
anxiety over the world of issues
these elders are leaving behind.
Still, this polarity leaves room
for big claims and exaggerations
that are never met.
For the evil-ego Eilish, there
is all bark and no bite, with her
whispering on tracks like “bury a
friend.”
The darkness and threat that
Eilish claims lose all validity when
nothing excitingly different happens.
Relying on the sudden bass
boosts in certain songs is no different from the jump scares in
B-rated horror films. Eilish asks,
“Why aren't you scared of me?”
on the sleepy “bury a friend,” and
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Billie Eilish's debut album, WHEN WE ALL FALL ASLEEP, WHERE DO WE GO?, capitalizes on the singer's popularity with 34 million monthly Spotify listeners.
the answer is obvious: There isn't
anything scary about soft vocals on
yet another synth and bass-driven
beat.
It doesn't help that the obvious
hip-hop influences and dislocated
pronunciation of Eilish's own lyrics
confine her to the set atmosphere
of the modern “alternative pop
star.”
Lorde's trek into electro-pop's
darker side back in 2013 with heavy
synths and moody lyrics has carved
a continuously beaten path for any
“edgy” artist looking to stand out
in the ironically saturated sea of
claimed originality.
Clumsy metaphors and cliché instrumentals weigh down
the wannabe-feared tracks “you
should see me in a crown” and
“bury a friend.”
The command to “staple your
tongue" and “step on the glass”
come off as mild suggestions, and

“you should see me in a crown” recycles scraps of mid-2000s dubstep
to weakly support the tired lyrics
like, “Sleeping inside a hearse.”
Eilish’s more emotional side
proves no different. Each track's
stripped instrumentals make sequels of the same track in a sepia
world of nothing remarkable.
“8” has Eilish ditching the
synths for a ukulele, a modern favorite for every indie singer. Asking, “Do you even feel anything?”
on the track should be introspective considering “8” doesn't establish any real tone or feeling.
Fan-favorite track, “when the
party is over,” adds some more production, but instead of reflecting
the sweeping emotions of anger
and sadness, the song plateaus.
These more emotional tracks
pull off as heavy and heart-wrenching without ever detailing or explaining pain.

They sound more like background noise, and this “fill in the
blank” ability makes them marketable for any negative emotion listeners are feeling.
The moments when Eilish puts
down a curated image and takes a
more fun and pop approach prove
to be great highlights.
On tracks “bad guy” and “all
the good girls go to hell,” Eilish is
bragging, but in a teasing way that
doesn't need any oddly specific
horror images or tangled bass to
have listeners believing her when
she says, “I'm the bad guy. Duh.”
“i wish you were gay” and “my
strange addiction” fill the void in
Eilish's other love songs with actual
concepts and a glossy execution.
The controversy bait in the title
“i wish you were gay” prompts
raised eyebrows, but by the end of
the simple confessional track, Eilish deserves applause for the apt

and interesting way of expressing rejection. Pleading to her love
interest, she sings, “Don't say I'm
not your type / Just say that I'm not
your preferred sexual orientation.”
Eilish's forte in swaying harmony and sticky melodies proves to be
a budding talent.
The layering of echoing vocals
in “i love you” create a homey
chamber for the simple chorus. The
crescendo softly breaks off into the
chorus, leaving a hauntingly neat
sentiment.
The image of being an anti-pop
pop star puts Eilish in a compromising situation, considering she is
at her best when she embraces pop
music's many facets and doesn’t
opt for the same stereotypes of the
indie-pop songstress.
Not wise beyond her years yet
not wet behind the ears, Eilish is
still finding her footing while rising
to the top of the charts.
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A world of plastic: How Baruch can dispose of its plastic plight
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE

This is a problem because plastic is what we call a tragedy of the
commons because we overuse the
natural resource of petroleum in
our environment in ways that contribute to toxins.
These toxins make their way
into our bodies through our food
and water.
A scientific study following
plastic in our food chain found
nine different types of plastic in
the stool of participants from Japan, Russia and Europe. The participants were from different regions of the world, showing how
this is not just a problem for the
individuals, but a problem that affects all of us.
Plastic has made its way into
our daily lives through our “need”
for luxury and efficiency. This is
obvious when considering the
case for straws.
Many people go to franchises
such as Starbucks and Dunkin Donuts where they serve their beverages in plastic cups with a plastic
straw, and people use these plastic
products every day without necessarily needing them.
There has been an estimated
“8 million tons of plastic entering
the ocean each year,” according to
Science Journal. If the choice of using a straw or other form of plastic
were eliminated, it could reduce
the amount of plastic pollution sitting in landfills or oceans.
City councilman Rafael Espinal of Brooklyn introduced a
bill called Int. 1407-2019, which
would ban “single-use plastics for
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Baruch suffers from an epidemic that has affected New York City and many other urban centers throughout the world for years: the overabundance of unnecessary plastics.
which there is a reasonable sustainable alternative,” according
to the Brooklyn Daily Eagle. This
implementation of a ban on plastic would effectively remove individual choices when it comes to
the health and safety of ourselves
and the environment, which have
proven to be ineffective measures
to rely on.
Students at Baruch College are
primarily focused on careers in
business, and many businesses are
the culprit of an overuse of petroleum in order to benefit economi-

cally. In the event that Baruch
students become CEOs of major
corporations, they have the opportunity to evoke change that can
benefit their own health and the
health of their children through
incorporating sustainability as a
focal point of their businesses.
There are, however, simpler
ways to reduce individual use of
plastic, such as using a reusable
thermos when heading to Starbucks in the mornings before class
and recycling plastic instead of
leaving it behind in classrooms so

that they are improperly discarded
into landfills. Plastic is a toxin that
doesn’t set off alarms of danger in
our bodies, but it should.
Baruch as a campus and a community can reduce the usage of
plastic by raising more awareness
about the importance of using the
recycle bins correctly.
However, another step can be
implemented within the campus.
Every floor has a vending machine
filled with products wrapped in
plastic. The first floor dining area
also offers food wrapped in plastic.

Replacing these popular name
brands with more environmentally
friendly products can help reduce
plastic usage throughout Baruch.
This might affect the sales at first
because some Baruch students
may be put off. But with enough
promotion from within the campus, this can encourage the college
to continue with the change. Some
name brands, such as Sun Chips,
have already stepped up to the
plate to create a better tomorrow.
This may even promote more
change throughout the campus.

New Yorkers brace for the self-replicating Asian longhorned tick
BY ANGELICA TEJADA
CONTUBTING WRITER

A new tick is in town. The Asian
longhorned tick population has
been rapidly reproducing in Staten
Island, becoming a danger to the
residents. A female Asian longhorned tick, in essence, clones itself, because it can reproduce asexually and lay 1,000 to 2,000 “clone”
eggs at a time, reported Columbia
News.
The ticks pose a concern to the
health safety of individuals, as they
can carry different pathogens that
are transferable to humans. In a
recent study, Maria A. Diuk-Wasser
and her colleagues set out to further examine the establishment of
the increasing population of Asian
longhorned ticks. The researchers
investigated the phenology, the
study of cyclic and seasonal natural
phenomena, of the ticks in public
parks and peridomestic environments in Staten Island.
From the sampling done by the
researchers, the ticks were found in
seven of 13 parks in 2017 and 16 of
32 parks in 2018. The researchers
established the reasoning for the
ticks’ introduction in the United
States, narrowing it to their ability
“to feed on a wide range of domestic and wildlife hosts, reproduce
asexually and survive various environmental conditions,” according
to the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention.
The ticks are native in Asian
countries like China and Japan
and have also invaded Australia
and New Zealand. “Humid climates with forest cover and ample
precipitation” are temperatures in
which the ticks thrive in, National
Geographic reported.
This means that the United
States, which has many regions
with this type of environment, is a
very suitable location for the tick
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A new tick species identified last summer has spread recently through its ability to quickly clone itself asexually, laying up to 1,000 to 2,000 eggs at a time.
population.
Notably, the ticks have not only
been found in Staten Island but also
in New Jersey, Connecticut, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, North
Carolina, Arkansas and Pennsylvania. Researchers have been further
exploring other areas in which the
ticks may have settled.
Although the ticks haven’t
shown that they carry pathogens
in the U.S. yet, they have proven to
be a vector for deadly human diseases, including severe fever with
thrombocytopenia syndrome virus
in China.
Additionally, the ticks have

been reported to pass on viruses
like hemorrhagic fever and ehrlichiosis. These bacterial illnesses
cause flu-like symptoms that, if not
treated early on, can lead to fatal
complications, as further reported
by Columbia News.
As the population of the ticks increases, the concern for individuals
also does. Since the female Asian
longhorned tick can reproduce
without mating, this can make the
efforts to control the spread of the
ticks more difficult.
The ticks have been found on
grass, pets, livestock and people.
Thousands of the bugs can be

found at a time either on land or
on an animal, according to an additional report published by the
CDC.
Before individuals become panicked over the rapid spread of the
ticks, the CDC has given advice on
the steps individuals should take if
they come across one of these selfcloning bugs.
The first step for an individual
who has found an Asian longhorned tick is to remove it as soon
as possible before it gets onto people or animals. After the removal
of the tick, the individual should
save the tick in rubbing alcohol

enclosed in either a jar or a Ziploc
bag. From this point, it is important
for the individual to get in contact
with their health department in order to know the ways to prevent the
tick from transferring any diseases.
In order to know how to protect any
pets from getting bitten by the tick,
the individual should contact a
veterinarian. Lastly, the individual
should get in contact with the state
agriculture department and inform
the department of the tick identification.
Asian longhorned ticks may be
small, but they still present a large
problem to everyone.
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Climate change threatens the world-saving ‘doomsday vault’
BY ISRAEL CATALAN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Post-apocalyptic efforts are not
all science fiction; the “doomsday
vault” is proof of that. The Svalbard Global Seed Vault, located in
the collection of Norway’s islands
known as Svalbard, is a safe underground location, which holds most
of the world’s seeds, according to a
CNN article.
Its purpose is to keep crop diversity safe, seeds dry and provide
food if any of the world’s crops were
to die out or become endangered.
After its institution in 2008, the
vault has been successful in keeping the seeds safe.
After all, Svalbard is located 800
miles away from the North Pole,
causing the weather to naturally
be colder than other areas of the
world.
Due to global warming, the
vault has recently been attacked
by heavy rain, dissolving ice and
blocked entryways.
Global warming usually is tied
to the melting of the ice caps of
the North, but it also affects rain
coverage. Global warming directly
affects the water cycle, causing
evaporation to occur more often

The Svalbard Global Seed
Vault is trying its best to keep
agriculture alive in case of
an emergency, but it might
not be enough in the coming
years if global warming
is not accepted as a global
threat.

and, in turn, leading to more rain,
according to a site on precipitation
by NASA.
This process is occurring in
Svalbard increasingly more often.
Svalbard’s capital, Longyearbyen, and its inhabitants are being
affected by global warming as well.
Permafrost — or frozen ground —
is what most of the town’s houses
are built on, including the Global
Seed Vault. Permafrost is quickly
melting, creating soggy ground underneath households.
Residents are forced to move either entirely out of Svalbard or live
with friends due to the increasing
perilous weather.
Inger Hanssen-Bauer, a researcher from the Norwegian Meteorological Institute stated that
“the annual mean temperature in
Longyearbyen in 1900 was -7.8°C.
Since then, it has risen by 3.7°C —
more than three times the global
average of around 1°C.” HanssenBauer’s studies have given reason
to claim that Svalbard is growing
warmer faster than any other place
in the world. Svalbard is key in
demonstrating the effects of global
warming.
In 2015, an avalanche struck
Longyearbyen and killed a 42-yearold man and a 2-year-old girl and
destroyed many homes. In 2017,
another avalanche destroyed many
homes, leading to the construction
of 60 new apartments away from
the mountainous area.
Wildlife is being affected by the
increasing rain and melting permafrost as well. Deer that usually graze
near Longyearbyen are often met
with heavy rainfall frozen above the
grass they feed on.
Polar bears usually migrate during the summertime using ice that
separates from the mainland, yet
ice is becoming scarcer and more
unreliable as a means of transportation. As such, bears are missing
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The Doomsday Vault, which can withstand asteroid strikes and nuclear war, is currently threatened by climate change.
their opportunity to migrate and
starve.
The Svalbard Global Seed Vault
has experienced troubles with its
construction beginning with its entryway tunnel.
Originally made from steel,
heavy rainfall would lead to water
running down toward the main
entrance only to freeze again. In response to this, the vault was renovated, making it a “waterproof con-

crete tunnel,” according to Hege
Njaa Aschim, the director of communications at Statsbygg.
Permafrost has also become unreliable. Typically, when construction and drills are done, permafrost
will re-freeze and solidify any gaps
between the construction and the
land.
However, it did not re-freeze after the construction of the Svalbard
Global Seed Vault.

Global warming is not an issue
to put aside to dealt with later. It is
currently affecting many people’s
lives and will keep endangering
many communities if it is not discussed now.
The Svalbard Global Seed Vault
is trying its best to keep agriculture
alive in case of an emergency, but it
might not be enough in the coming
years if global warming is not accepted as a global threat.

Kitten cannibalism: the shadier side of animal experimentation
BY HUGH SHIN
STAFF WRITER

A nonprofit group known as
the White Coat Waste Project released a report claiming that the
U.S. Department of Agriculture has
killed over 3,000 cats in a project researching a disease known as toxoplasmosis. These experiments, dating back to 1982, have included kitten cannibalism and have cost over
$22.5 million, calling into question
the ethics of this study.
Toxoplasmosis is caused by the
parasite T.gondii, commonly found
in tainted foods and cat feces, and
can be transmitted between mother and child. While the disease can
be serious to pregnant women and
their babies or individuals with a
compromised immune system, the
parasite can only complete its full
life cycle in cats. Despite the fact
that T.gondii is one of the world’s
most common parasites, symptoms of toxoplasmosis are rarely
exhibited in infected people.
The report indicated that the
USDA purchased cats and dogs
from countries in Asia, Africa and
Latin America, largely from Chinese meat markets condemned by
Congress and other animal rights
groups. Lab-bred cats would be fed
raw, infected meat of the cats purchased abroad so that the lab cats’
feces could be harvested and studied for food safety research. Once
a cat ceased to produce feces with
the T.gondii parasite, it would be
killed. Infected cat feces would also
be purchased from China to be injected into mice.
There are several issues concerning this horrific practice of kitten cannibalism. One is that dog
and cat meat is not representative
of the normal diets of cats, dogs
and mice, making the research irrelevant regarding the natural biology of toxoplasmosis. Two, the

consumption of dogs and cats is
a very rare phenomenon in the
United States. A major bill passed
last year outlawed “the knowingly
slaughter, transport, possession,
buying, selling, or donating of dogs,
cats, or their parts for human consumption,” according to the House
of Representatives Dog and Cat
Meat Trade Prohibition Act of 2018,
further invalidating USDA kitten
toxoplasmosis experimentation for
the purpose of food safety research.
The experiments are laced with
cruelty as, according to veterinary
experts, cats that ceased to produce
feces with the T.gondii parasite did
not pose a threat to public health

and could have been adopted
rather than killed. “USDA kitten
toxoplasmosis
experimentation
causes unnecessary animal pain
and suffering, little or no scientific
benefit, and wastes millions of taxpayer dollars as a consequence of
non-competitive perpetual intramural federal funding,” the report
states. The vicious act of purchasing innocent animals from foreign
countries and slaughtering them to
feed them to their own kind, who
will also be killed once they stop
providing further use “is simply
disgusting and unjustifiable,” said
Florida Representative Brian Mast.
The balance between animal

testing and science ethics is a very
sensitive and controversial topic.
What justifies pain, suffering and
other cruelties that animals must
face in these experiments? Many
may argue that the ends justify the
means, in that the advancement in
medical technology is enough to
morally allow animal testing. However, others may disagree in that
the use of life as a means is unethical, and the lack of preservation of
life exhibited in such research is
reprehensible.
Whichever side one may take,
the horrific chapter of kitten cannibalism closes for good as the Agricultural Research Service, part of

the USDA, announced on April 2
in a news release that “the use of
cats as a part of any research protocol in any ARS laboratory has been
discontinued and will not be reinstated.”
The ARS stated that it aims to refocus its toxoplasmosis research,
and that the 14 cats currently in the
program were to be adopted into
families of USDA employees. In a
year-long campaign of protesting
cruel tests on animals, President of
the White Coat Waste Project Anthony Bellotti is glad to state that
“the USDA’s kitten slaughterhouse
has finally been relegated to the litterbox of history.”
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A watchdog report alleges that the U.S. Department of Agriculture spent $22.5 million on research involving enforced“kitten cannibalism” and other unsavory practices.
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Gronk-out-ski:
Legendary tight end announces retirement after 9 seasons
BY EVAN LEWIS

SENIOR STAFF WRITER
One of the best tight ends of all
time is hanging up his helmet for
good. New England Patriots tight
end Rob Gronkowski announced
his retirement the last week of
March, ending years of speculation that he would call it quits. The
renowned superstar leaves behind
an extremely impressive resume
that assures he will be given a bust
in Canton before too long.
Gronkowski was drafted out
of the University of Arizona in the
second round by the Patriots back
in 2010 and immediately made his
presence felt. By his sophomore
season, Gronkowski had already
set both the single-season receiving record and the single-season
touchdown record for tight ends.
To this day, his 17 touchdowns in
2011 make him the only tight end
in NFL history to lead the league in
receiving touchdowns in a season.
It quickly became clear that the rising star was more than just another
cog in the Patriots’ machine; he was
a singular, unstoppable talent.
His dynamic play turned out
to be just the spark New England
needed to resume its stalling dynasty. The Patriots had not won
a Super Bowl in a decade before
Gronkowski came along. Following
a disappointing Super Bowl loss
to the New York Giants in 2012, a
game in which Gronkowski was visibly hobbled, the Pats had to wait
three more years for another shot

at a championship. During that
span, Gronkowski was riddled with
injuries. Broken bones, infections,
surgeries and more all threatened
to derail his career at one time or
another. Still, the future Hall of
Famer refused to throw in the towel
and helped lead his team to his first
Super Bowl victory over the Seattle
Seahawks in 2015.
He would once again hoist the
Lombardi Trophy in 2017, though
he missed that game and half the
season due to a compilation of
physical ailments.
Rumors started to swirl about
Gronkowski’s pending retirement,
but the talented tight end stuck
with football and helped lead his
team to two more Super Bowl appearances. Once he secured that
elusive third championship ring,
Gronkowski decided that despite
being just 29 years old and still very
elite, his body could no longer handle the constant physical toll the
game of football demanded.
There is no doubt that the instantly recognizable party boy will
have no problem finding a gig now
that his playing days are over. Given his quirky personality, it seems
more than likely that Gronkowski
will join a broadcast team or perhaps venture into the world of professional wrestling.
Gronkowski and his family have
long been fans of the WWE, and
reporters are already beginning
to float the possibility to the world.
Regardless, it seems that Gronk
will not have trouble flourishing

after football.
The Patriots, on the other hand,
may not be so lucky. The team that
always finds a way to replace every
departing player may have trouble
coming up with someone who’s as
talented as the retiring tight end;
Gronkowski is one of the best to
ever do it.
Replicating that kind of production just doesn’t happen overnight.
Combining that with the Robert
Kraft prostitution scandal, Greg
Schiano’s abrupt resignation and
the potential emergence of the New
York Jets within their own division,
it seems like there may be trouble
in New England for the first time
this century.
Then again, if anyone can find a
way to keep the Patriots at the top,
it is Bill Belichick and Tom Brady.
Their ages, however, imply that neither will be dominating the league
much longer.
Brady is already the oldest quarterback in the NFL, while Belichick
is the second-oldest head coach. It
is likely that both men will be joining their former ally in retirement
before long. Gronkowski’s exit may
have simply expedited the process.
Over the past two decades, the
Patriots have evolved into the most
dominant dynasty in football. Just
when it seemed like their ascent
was plateauing, a loud-mouthed
tight end joined the roster and reaffirmed the league that the Pats
were here to stay.
Gronkowski will forever be
known as an iconic player and per-
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Rob Gronkowski left an indelible mark on the NFL and changed the tight end role.
sonality who helped revitalize New
England when the team needed
it the most. It is hard to argue that
New England is not worse off without him, but it is possible that this
retirement may not be permanent.
At only 29, Gronkowski may soon
feel that he has enough left in the
tank to give it one more shot with
Brady and the gang.
Even if this is it for him, his legacy is cemented in stone. In many
ways, Gronkowsi’s career arc is
similar to that of MLB Hall of Famer

Sandy Koufax. Both had an unusually brief career but managed to be
so phenomenal over that stretch
of time that they deserve to be enshrined among the greats.
As for the Patriots’ organization,
no tears can be shed over this latest setback. There will be plenty
of time for reminiscing when all is
said and done. For now, they need
to focus on how they are going to
replace such a transcendent talent.
In the words of Belichick himself,
“Next man up.”

Duke's upset loss and Texas Tech's huge win sets up Final Four action
BY KYLE MCKEE

CONTRIBUTING WRITER
After one of the best second
weekends of the NCAA Men’s Basketball Tournament in recent history, the Final Four is set. The top
seed out of the South bracket, Virginia, managed to survive against
Purdue in one of the best Elite
Eight games ever played.
Carsen Edwards of the Boilermakers went off for 42 points but
committed a costly turnover near
the end of overtime that cost Purdue the game. Virginia played the
Auburn Tigers, who upset the Kentucky Wildcats in overtime as well.
Auburn lost twice to Kentucky
in the regular season, but got over
the hump with help from its star
guards, Jared Harper and Bryce
Brown. Charles Barkley was elated
in the studio when his alma mater,
Auburn, won and reached its first
Final Four in school history.
Virginia versus Auburn will be
the first Final Four matchup last
Saturday, which will be followed
by Michigan State versus Texas
Tech. Michigan State won a thriller
against the star-studded squad
of Duke.
The Big Ten Player of the Year,
Cassius Winston, played exceptionally like he has all year long.
Duke’s late game breaks finally
caught up to them. The team managed to escape UCF and Virginia
Tech in the previous rounds but
couldn’t do so against Michigan
State.
The Spartans outplayed the
Blue Devils. Michigan State executed well down the stretch, whereas
Duke played isolation basketball
and tried to beat the Spartans with
its talent. Duke had more talent
than Michigan State and more talent than anybody in the country,
but the best talent rarely wins the
national championship in college
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Duke was the favorite to win it all this year, but Michigan State's huge win will now feature the Spartans facing off Texas Tech.
basketball.
As for Texas Tech, the team was
in a battle against Gonzaga. Texas
Tech almost blew a big lead and
lost the game. However, thanks to
Josh Perkins, who received a technical foul for swiping the ball out of
a Texas Tech player’s hands while
trying to inbound the ball, the Red
Raiders survived and advanced to
their first appearance in the Final
Four.
This year’s Final Four exemplifies the common theme of this
season in college basketball: bal-

ance. There is one team from the
four best conferences in college
basketball. The ACC has Virginia,
the Big Ten has Michigan State, the
Big 12 has Texas Tech and the SEC
has Auburn. In a similar vein, every
Final Four team won its conference
tournament.
Despite Duke and Kentucky
not making it to Minneapolis, this
should be a very good and close
Final Four. Virginia is the highest seed remaining and should be
considered the favorite to win it
all. However, as recent history has

suggested, it’s hard to trust the
Cavaliers. In order for Virginia to
win and capture its first National
Championship, the team needs to
score the ball.
Defense is not the issue for
Tony Bennett’s squad, who plays
incredible pack-line defense from
top to bottom. It is the offensive
side of the ball that can be worrisome. If Kyle Guy and Ty Jerome
are not shooting well, then it’s hard
to find where the points will come
from. If they want to cut down
the nets in Minneapolis, those

two have to produce like they did
against Purdue.
On the other side, Auburn is the
lowest seed left in the tournament,
so the team is the least favorite to
win. However, on its way to the
Final Four, Auburn defeated the
three winningest programs in college basketball history in Kansas,
UNC and Kentucky.
In order for Auburn to win, the
team needs to keep shooting lights
out from behind the arc, as well as
limit its opponents on the offensive glass. The team was destroyed
by Kentucky on the offensive side
and was lucky that Kentucky’s rebounding prowess didn’t cost it
the game.
The second matchup is between Michigan State and Texas
Tech. While Michigan State has
more tournament experience and
a more experienced head coach in
Tom Izzo, Texas Tech will have the
best player on the court in projected lottery pick, Jarrett Culver.
Michigan State is going to have
to execute like it did against Duke
in order to win and Cassius Winston needs to continue to be a playmaker for his teammates in order
for the Spartans to prevail in Minneapolis. Texas Tech, on the other
hand, just needs to keep playing
how it has been for the most part.
The Red Raiders have the most efficient defense in the country, as
well as the most efficient offense in
the country since the team last lost.
If Michigan State wins it all,
it will be the first Big Ten team to
win the championship since it won
2000. If the Spartans don’t prevail,
Virginia, Auburn or Texas Tech will
win their first national championship in school history. It will be the
first time a school has won its first
championship since 2006 when
Florida won.
Whatever happens, history is
going to be made.
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Jacob deGrom has started the 2019 season where he left off in 2018: dominant, while the Mets lineup has delivered without relying on home runs. The Yankees, however, have been injury-riddled and have struggled.

New York State of Mind: Mets, Yankees off to contrasting starts
BY ISAIAH HINTON

CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Spring is here, which means
baseball is here again. Hope
springs eternal for every team, as
the new season gets into full swing.
The two New York teams will attempt to wash away the bitter taste
of last season’s disappointments.
The Mets suffered through their
second consecutive losing season,
finishing with 77 wins, while the
Yankees had a very successful regular season, winning 100 games
and qualifying for the American
League playoffs.
However, they were destroyed
by their hated division rivals and
eventual World Series champions,
the Boston Red Sox, in the American League Division Series, losing
three games to one.
The Yankees opened their 2019
campaign the way they closed
2018: against a division rival. This
time, the Baltimore Orioles were
the opponent for the Bronx Bombers. Three games into the season,
the Yankees seem to be in a bit of a
funk, losing two in a row after winning on opening day.
For the most part, the positives for the Pinstripes lie on the
mound. The starting pitching has
been decent, with Masahiro Tanaka filling in admirably as the No. 1
hurler due to a shoulder injury to
staff ace Luis Severino. Relying on
a combination of perfectly placed
fastballs, sliders and splitters registering just over 90 mph, Tanaka
forced ground balls and flyouts
en route to earning the team’s first
win.
On the other hand, James Paxton, making his Big Apple debut
in the second game, used his fourseam fastball a lot, consistently
registering in the low- to mid-90s

on the gun. His knuckle curve
was also impressive, moving away
from left-handed batters toward
the outside corners of the plate.
Although he was credited with the
loss due to three costly Yankee errors, Paxton did not have too many
bad pitches in a solid outing, only
giving up two runs on four hits.
Another positive was the bullpen, as it was successful preserving the lead throughout opening
week, especially with the help of
Adam Ottavino. Registering three
strikeouts in one and two-thirds
innings, Ottavino was pinpoint accurate with his cutter, getting four
out of six called strikes in his regular season debut innings for the
Yanks.
In terms of the hitting, a common theme emerging is power
and patience. The power is self-evident, with Aaron Judge, Giancarlo
Stanton, Luke Voit, Miguel Andújar, and Gary Sánchez all capable
of annihilating a fastball down the
middle. While the Yankees did set
the Major League record for most
home runs in a season last year
with 208, the Bronx Bombers tended to fizzle out and misfire if they
were not hitting long balls.
This year, it is slightly different,
as the Yankees’ batters have hit the
ball hard just about every time up,
regardless of whether it is a hit or
an out. Exit velocities, or how fast
the ball travels once it is hit, have
constantly exceeded 100 mph. In
addition, the Yankees are patient
in the batter's box, registering
22 walks through opening week,
third-best in the Majors.
One batter who is impressing so
far is DJ LeMahieu. A new signing
for the Bombers, he has registered
four hits, including an RBI double,
in six at-bats in limited opportunities at third base, while also flash-

ing the leather at the hot corner.
However, the lineup has questions, primarily at first base. So
far, Voit is the better hitter, batting
.300, but he looks like a liability in
the field compared to Greg Bird,
even registering a throwing error
in the Yanks’ first loss. However,
Bird is atrocious with the bat, with
his home run in the seventh inning
of the first game representing his
only hit on the season.
The question remains whether
the Yankees retain the bats of Voit
at DH and Bird at first base in the
lineup, or stick Voit at first and retain the risk of Voit being a defensive question mark.
While the Yankees have a mystery to solve with their platoon at
first base, the Mets have found
their permanent first baseman,
Pete Alonso. The Mets’ No. 1 prospect coming out of spring training,
Alonso has lit up the Majors so far,
getting six hits in 12 at-bats against
the Mets’ division rival Washington Nationals in their opening series. The production coming from
Alonso, as well as the entire lineup, compared to last season is like
night and day.
The Mets finished 2018 with
a paltry .234 batting average, the
worst in the league. It was home
run or bust, and they mostly went
bust. However, there is a culture
shift happening in Queens. Putting
balls in play is now the primary
goal, as opposed to putting the ball
in the stands.
The Mets are achieving their
new goal by hitting the ball and
hitting it hard. Look no further
than Alonso for evidence, his
three doubles all exceeding 100
mph in exit velocity. Other hitters
performing well are Jeff McNeil —
who has four hits in nine at-bats,
including being a home run away

from a cycle against Stephen Strasburg in the Amazin’s second game
— and Wilson Ramos, who is batting .444 so far.
The most important contributor is not leading through high
batting averages, but through veteran leadership. Newly acquired
Robinson Canó is exemplifying the
culture change by putting the ball
in play, with only three strikeouts
in 14 at-bats, and cranking up the
power when available, registering
the Mets’ only homer on the season.
The Mets have the third-best
batting average in the league, collecting hits in almost three out of
10 at-bats. In addition, they scored
18 runs in three games against the
Nats, earning two wins. However,
the question marks reveal themselves when examining the pitching performances. Unfortunately,
in this young season, it seems to
be Jacob deGrom and pray.
DeGrom is the best pitcher
the Mets have had since Dwight
Gooden. The defending National
League Cy Young Award winner
put on a clinic in the art of pitching, outperforming Nats ace Max
Scherzer with 10 strikeouts, giving
up only five hits across six innings
of work.
The mesmerizing part of it was
how deGrom was able to get out
of jams in the early innings and
how he used his breaking balls.
He would open with his four-seam
fastball, his bread-and-butter
pitch. He would then use his sliders to freeze the batters in the box
or his change-ups to make them
look foolish, swinging at air.
While deGrom used his offspeed pitches to get hitters out,
he relied heavily on his fastball,
throwing a 97 mph four-seamer
right by the Nationals before they

even knew what happened.
Other than deGrom, the only
other standout pitching performance was the new closer, Edwin
Diaz. Acquired from the Seattle
Mariners, along with Canó in the
offseason, Diaz has provided a
spark to a traditionally maligned
Metropolitan bullpen. In his limited usage, Diaz has done the job
perfectly, getting all available outs
in his two save opportunities, utilizing his fastball very well.
However, the rest of the pitching staff, especially starting pitching, is shaky. Noah “Thor” Syndergaard has the ability to be
lights-out, but his command was
not there in his first start, getting
lit up for four runs and seven hits
over six innings. Zack Wheeler, the
Mets' third starting pitcher, also
gave up four runs and six hits in
five innings. To add insult to injury, Seth Lugo, one of the Mets’
most used relief arms, also gave
four runs, but in only two innings.
The Mets’ bats were able to bail
out Thor and Lugo but were unable to save Wheeler. Although
both Thor and Wheeler registered
seven punchouts, the amount of
runs and hits they gave up is worrying.
At the end of opening weekend, the Mets were 2-1 while the
Yankees were 1-2. There were concerns for both clubs.
The Yankees need to battle
through missing many players to
injury, including Didi Gregorius,
Aaron Hicks, Severino, Dellin Betances, and now Giancarlo and
Andújar. The Mets, on the other
hand, need to keep the new culture going at all costs. Despite the
early hiccups, there are 159 more
games for the Bombers and Metropolitans, respectively. They have
time to figure things out.
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The Bearcat Beat: Baseball beats
MLB opening weekend
Lehman, volleyball keeps thriving
rewards excited fans
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
Sophomore Meni Musheyev
had himself a solid all-around
day with seven kills, four aces and
three blocks, while Stallone Shankar finished with a team-leading
18 assists.
After the match between Bard
and Misericordia, which resulted
in a Misericordia Cougars sweep,
the Bearcats once again displayed
their dominance against the Cougars.
The team once again swept its
opponent by scores of 25-23, 2513 and 25-19. Nicholas Godino
led with 16 kills, and Shankar once
again led with 18 assists.
Sophomore Evan Takos added
six blocks to the victory and Kyriakos Semertzidis had 12 digs. With
these two victories, the Bearcats
improved their overall record to
14-12, as of March 30. Their CUNYAC record still sits at 3-3, after their
loss to Hunter College.
They are set to face off in their
final CUNY and regular match
when they face the Brooklyn College Bulldogs.
On Saturday, the Bearcats hosted the Lehman College Lightning
at MCU Park.
Notorious for traffic jams and
wind, MCU Park failed to give itself
a name beyond its reputation this
game. The wind blew in from center and aggressively gusted over at
15 mph throughout the afternoon.
It was so demanding that both
outfields played a third of the way
to the warning track. Despite a
50-degree forecast, the wind shear
had the feel of around 40 degrees
Fahrenheit.

For reference, the coldest opening day in Major League Baseball
during the last decade was 39 degrees Fahrenheit. In the first game,
starting pitcher Theodore Avgerinos was dominant. He pitched the
entire game, while striking out six.
Avgerinos effectively mixed up
the rhythm of his windup while
hitting his spots.

At one point, a player ran
a 300-foot slant route all
the way into the bullpen. A
teammate fired him a pass,
and a nearby pitcher hit the
ground like he was taking
cover from an artillery strike.
With runners on in the fifth inning, he tailored a double play.
When asked about it, he said, “I
went inside and threw my twoseam fastball, the rest I trust to the
guys.”
The execution was very solid.
The infield was acrobatic. Third
baseman Liam O’Gara showed
off his range and his strong arm
throughout the doubleheader,
regularly firing the ball across the
diamond.
Shortstop Nicholas Valeriano
kept his chest square to his target,
while contorting his midsection
to generate strong and accurate
throws. After quick chats with
some of the players after the game,

they agreed that the wind was the
biggest factor condition-wise.
The heads-up moment of the
day was when center fielder Namir
Garcia got his team out of a leadthreatening fourth inning. He
pump-faked a throw to the cutoff
man, effectively setting a backdoor
trap for the runner at second base.
In the second game, the
Bearcats capitalized off their momentum. Despite being down
a run in the first inning, they
stormed back in their half of the
inning to retain the lead.
The lead wasn’t relinquished
for the rest of the day.
They took advantage of weak
pitching and drew five walks in the
game. First baseman Connor McCabe sparked the team when he
mashed a triple well over the outfielders’ heads. Three pitchers and
10 hits later, the Bearcats were visibly fired up.
Starting pitcher Hasan Deljanin
dodged trouble throughout his 4.1
innings of work. Despite giving up
hits early in his innings, his ability
to mix up the Lightnings’ timing
from the stretch allowed him to
strand six runners on base. Two of
his three strikeouts came with runners on base. Late into the afternoon, fire and fun mixed well.
At one point, a player ran a 300foot slant route all the way into the
bullpen. A teammate fired him a
pass, and a nearby pitcher hit the
ground like he was taking cover
from an artillery strike.
The Bearcats look to carry their
momentum throughout the rest
of the season, but their coming
matches will tell whether they'll be
able to do so.

Berhalter has work to do with USMNT
BY WEN XI CHEN

STAFF WRITER

Last December, as a tall, lean
Gregg Berhalter explained his tactical philosophy on a giant television screen in a studio owned by
Major League Soccer, the excitement surrounding his appointment as the head coach of the
U.S. Men's National Team was
palpable.
He is never too fast in movement, whether in his playing days
or now in the technical area.
However, he is always cerebral
and contemplative, with an intention to emphasize progress and
foundation.
There were questions about
the new coach, why it took so
long to appoint a permanent head
coach and the process through
which Berhalter was hired.
In the first international break
that Berhalter could call up the
American players for the national
team, the United States started its
progress to build toward the 2022
World Cup in Qatar.
The games against Ecuador
and Chile mirrored the opponents
the U.S. will face if it is to succeed.
With the CONCACAF Gold
Cup two months away, the U.S.
gained some valuable experience
after some of the most tumultuous periods in the country’s history with soccer ahead of the regional championship.
As the head coach of the Columbus Crew, Berhalter helped
the team to four playoff appearances in five seasons and one appearance in the MLS Cup Final.
He did so despite swirling rumors about the franchise’s relocation that was eventually successfully resolved by the movement
called “Save the Crew.”
The selection process that finally handed the job to Berhal-

ter, though, did not alleviate the
pressure on him after the national team failed to qualify for the
World Cup for the first time since
1986.
The soul-searching following
the rainy night in Couva, Trinidad and Tobago, a city 25 miles
away from Port of Spain, the capital of the Caribbean country with
which U.S. Soccer had a complicated relationship, was painful
and slow.
For a year since the nightmare
in Couva, the U.S. Soccer Federation did not install a head coach.
The team missed the chance to
test itself, with a sense of purpose,
with opponents of high quality.
It was an opportunity to implement a tactical system — which
takes ample amount of time to
execute well in modern soccer — against France, Brazil and
Colombia.
Berhalter’s brother, U.S. Soccer Federation executive Jay Berhalter, hired Earnie Stewart as the
general manager of the national
team, who officially hired Gregg
last December.
The dubious process of only
interviewing one other candidate,
while having a field of qualified
candidates in MLS, added the
question of transparency into the
screening procedure.
At this point, though, the
doubt and questions surrounding the hiring of a new head coach
should be aimed at improving the
governing body and its transparency, not Gregg.
During his tenure at the Crew,
Gregg never had drastic reinforcement in transfer windows, which
inevitably will help him manage a
player pool that is neither expansive nor fluctuating.
While German-based players like Josh Sargent and Tyler
Adams are getting gametime

needed to establish themselves
further in one of the most competitive games in the world, U.S.
Soccer still seems to lack players
to serve as the heirs of Michael
Bradley.
The team needs the observant
quarterback in midfield — like
Bradley was for so long — that can
spray dangerous balls to the attacking area.
Five months into his job, players who had served under Gregg,
such as Wil Trapp and Gyasi
Zardes, seemed to be executing
his tactics more coherently.
With a capable coach, games
against Ecuador and Chile gave
the U.S. simulation of what it is
likely to play in the Gold Cup and
the World Cup.
Gregg should be allowed to
build his team slowly and progressively in order for it to develop
and grow together.
In the first game, not conceding too many chances to Ecuador
was a testament to Berhalter’s
training method.
But hosting Chile, the twotime Copa America champions,
was a different matter.
Gregg, however, relished the
chance to put the team through
laborious challenges.
“It’s just the type of games that
we need — very physical game,”
Berhalter said in an interview
with ESPN.
“Chile is doing a great job
pressing. With their offensive
shape, they’re giving us a bunch of
problems in our defensive shape.”
The discipline with which the
U.S. maintains its shape in defense and offense was a problem,
especially in the second match.
However, the U.S. still has the
time to continuously implement
and evaluate tactics before what
really matters: qualifying for the
World Cup in 2022.

BY MATTEO FLAMIO

SENIOR STAFF WRITER

The first weekend of the MLB
season is in the books, and it did
not disappoint. After nearly a
five-month wait, new storylines
are emerging, while some are just
picking up where they left off.
The defending World Series
champions, the Boston Red Sox,
have not gotten off to the best start.
After a four-game series against
the Seattle Mariners and playing
their first game against the Oakland Athletics, the Sox are 1-4 on
the season.
The biggest concern so far has
been the starting rotation, as in
21 innings they have given up 26
earned runs. The scariest stat of
those runs has been the 11 home
runs they have given up in their
first five games.
For the NL East’s Philadelphia
Phillies, the “City of Brotherly
Love” welcomed newcomer and
$330 million man Bryce Harper
home to Citizens Bank Park.
The Phillies recorded a clean
sweep of rival Atlanta Braves, and
Harper had two homeruns in the
series.
Harper returns to Washington,
D.C., to face his former Nationals
next after spending the first seven
years of his career there.
The other expensive signing
this offseason, Manny Machado,
may not have been producing but
has influenced the San Diego Padres in their first series of the season.
The Padres began their season
with a series win over their division rival, the San Francisco Gi-

ants. The Padres not only signed
Manny Machado, but also officially have the No. 2 prospect Fernando Tatís Jr., who had two hits in
his first career game, on the roster.
The National League Central’s
Milwaukee Brewers have gotten
off to a hot start with a 4-1 record.
Defending NL MVP Christian
Yelich picked up where he left off
last season, as he has been scorching in his first five games.
He has batted seven for 17 with
four homeruns and eight RBIs
through these games, which included a walk-off double in one of
his matchups against the St. Louis
Cardinals.
The team with the hottest start
in baseball has been the Seattle
Mariners. After beginning the year
with a two-game series in Japan,
where the M’s sent off legend Ichiro Suzuki, they won three of four
against the Red Sox.
As of April 5, they accumulated
a record of 7-1, due in great part to
Tim Beckham. Beckham, who won
AL Player of the Week for the week
of March 31, leads the league with
10 hits and eight runs so far this
season.
The Major League Baseball season is finally underway, and fans
are lucky to have it until the end of
October.
The playoff picture at the end
of the regular season has yet to be
seen, but this season will be filled
with many different and interesting stories.
The season will be filled with
very strong competition within
divisions, and it will be exciting to
see where this season of baseball
will end.
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Baruch Weekly

DOUBLE TAKE

SUDOKU SOLUTION:

ISSUE 8

ADVICE FOR STUDENTS BY STUDENTS
DEAR DOUBLE TAKE:
How do I get out of the friendzone?

I

f you feel that you are in the friendzone, it is important that you take
the time to think of why. If the person you are pursuing makes it evident that they do not feel the same way, you should take that into
consideration and respect their feelings. I understand that it can be discouraging to feel as though your feelings are not being reciprocated, but
it would do more harm than good to your relationship if you force your
feelings onto someone. However, if you are unsure about how to move
forward, then it would be best to have an open and honest conversation
with your potential partner about your feelings. It is important to respect
their feelings, but it is just as important to be honest about your own feelings. Therefore, if you understand that there is an equal possibility of rejection as well as success, I would talk to them about how you are feeling
while being mindful about their thoughts.

H. SHAH

H

aving feelings for someone who doesn’t reciprocate them can
certainly be frustrating. However, it’s super important to remember that every relationship is a two-way street. You won’t ever be
able to get out of the friendzone if the person you’re into doesn’t have
any feelings toward you, and sometimes you’ll just have to accept that.
There’s nothing anyone can do to make someone else suddenly fall in
love with them. If you think that the person has some feelings for you,
it may be worth trying to bring them out with care. There’s no convincing to be done, and there shouldn’t be persuasion. The goal is to have
the person come to the decision on their own to take your relationship
to a different level. Show that you’re worth dating simply by being nice,
though it is imperative that you respect their decisions.

J. TINEO

Submit a question to the Double Take team via Google Form on The Ticker's Facebook page, or email doubletake@
theticker.org.
Disclaimer: It is up to The Ticker's discretion whether or not to publish certain questions. Additionally, the use
of this column is strictly informational. The Ticker is not trying to replace to any legal, medical, or professional
consultation, and we do not claim to be so. If you are having serious concerns at school or in life, we recommend you
reach out to the Baruch Counseling Center at 646-312-2155.

DAPHNELLY DELACRUZ | THE TICKER

Career Spotlight
Save the Date

Internship Update

Internship Seminar
Tuesday, April 9, 12 p.m. to 2 p.m., NVC 2-190
Attend this seminar to learn everything about
looking for, applying to and landing internships!

Greater Than One

Cover Letters & Business Correspondence
Wednesday, April 10, 12:30 p.m. to 2 p.m., NVC
2-190
Learn how to craft a professional cover letter to get
interviews! Format and content will be covered.
Dining Etiquette Workshop
Thursday, April 11, 12:30 p.m. to 2 p.m., NVC 14250
Learn from etiquette master Terri Thompson on
how to prepare for meal time networking events!

SCDC Tip of the Week
Check out the SCDC Tip of the Week from the
Starr Career Development Center
“Initiative is a powerful word, it can range from a variety
of concepts including two of integrity: asking for assistance
and giving it. If you want to develop interpersonal,
communication, and mediations skills, ask a competent
personal about their experiences. Believe it or not, another
person’s attributes can ease your problems.”
– Gerald Tang, Associate Director

baruch.cuny.edu/careers
blogs.baruch.cuny.edu/starrlights/
blogs.baruch.cuny.edu/scdc/
@BaruchSCDC
Baruch College Starr Career Development Center

2019 Summer Internship: Art Direction Intern
Greater Than One, a health
and wellness imagination agency,
is looking for an intern from the
NYC area with a strong interest
in marketing. They are seeking
a candidate who is comfortable
with a flexible and fast-paced
team environment to help them
create imaginative solutions and
customer experiences in health
and wellness.
The Art Direction Intern will
support the creative department with responsibilities that
include supporting art directors
with their day to day client deliverables, routing, research and

design related tasks, along with
miscellaneous projects and administrative support as needed.
Basic Qualifications
The candidate must have an
sincere interest in advertising and
marketing communications as a
career, with a focus on health and
wellness. Quick learner, strong
interpersonal skills, exceptional
written and verbal communication skills will be an added bonus.
Candidates should be able to navigate PowerPoint, Excel, Word,
Outlook, etc along with experience in Adobe Creative Suite and
Sketch. Past internships or work

experiences in marketing or related fields will be a plus, but not
necessary for this opportunity.
This position is based in New
York City and is paid by the hour.
For more information about
Greater Than One, please visit
www.greaterthanone.com.

Starr Search ID: 123848

Ridgewood Bushwick Senior Citizens Council, Inc.
Activity Specialist – Dance Instructor
NRidgewood Bushwick Senior
Citizens Council, now known as
RiseBoro Community Partnership, is a non-profit organization
in Bushwick, Brooklyn, offering housing, youth, healthcare,
family and senior services to the
residents of Bushwick, Williamsburg, Greenpoint, East New York,
Ridgewood, Glendale and surrounding Brooklyn and Queens
communities.
They are looking for activity specialists to help provide
instruction in art, photography,

dance and/or martial arts. This
position is open for dance instructors. The candidate will be
required to create and implement
a syllabus and pace calendar and
prepare to put together a performance piece to showcase students’ work. Core competencies
should include being detail oriented, organized and successfully
manage multiple relationships.
Basic Qualifications
Applicants must possess
strong communication skills, and
a degree or training in their field,

and have at least two years’ experience teaching young people this
discipline. Applicants must maintain a 3.0 GPA to apply.
This is a part time position
based in New York. Compensation will be $25 - $35/hour.

Starr Search ID: 123202

